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Transition Temperatures of Structural Steel 
Beams with Butt-Welded Splices 

t An investigation of the resistance of butt-welded and unicelded 
structural beams to impact loads at low winter temperatures in- 
cluding relative behavior of semikilled and fully killed steels, low- 
hydrogen versus ordinary electrofles. with and without cope holes 

by If illiam J. Krefeltl and George 
B. Anderson 

Srt i|M* 

This investigation was primarily concerned with the resist uncc 
aud transition tempcruturcsof structural steel beams, composed 
of semikilled anil fully killed steels ami fabricated with butt- 
welded splices. Static anil impact tests on lti-in. VVK 7I-lb 
l»sm.«, in addition to confirming the favorable effect of aluminum 
deuxidation in lowering the transition temperature of the as- 
rolled base metal indicated by Chnrpx tests, furnished informa- 
tion on the relative behavior of the two grades of steel with 
splices as-welded, welded and "stress relieved" and when welded 
with preheat. The influence of these treatments was evaluated 
by increment drop impact tests on beams welded with Kl'iOl 1 and 
Ef>020 electrodes. Similar supplementary tests on beams com- 
posed of both steels when welded with low-hydrogen eleetrodes 
as-welded and with preheat, furnish comparative data. Other 
data deals with the character of fracture ami the effect of flailie- 
cut holes in tile beam web. The influence of a sharp notch at a 
critical location in an unwcldcd beam and the tendency of erack 
propagation are indicated by the results of supplementary tests. 

This investigation was conducted by the Civil Knginecring 
Research Laboratories of Columbia Cniveisity under the joint 
sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, Contract No. \t>- 
our-271, T.O. 7 and the Welding Research Council of the l.ngi- 
 _:_._   i,'   i...:   .        i   ..    i: *      : .:   .       *•  »t.      ^' * i net-nog   i ooooai itm,   uniiit   tilled   sUpciYlsltill   ui   [lie  ><i i m i tn ;ti 

Steel Research Committee of the Welding Research Council. 

INTRODUCTION 

THF present investigation is an extension of previous 
experimental studies1 of the behavior of beams with 
butt-welded splices under impact, which dealt with 
the possible cumulative effect of residual stresses at 

strain rates associated with impact loading* Residual 
stresses of considerable magnitude were found in the 

William J. Krefefd i* Profiwf.or o£ Civil Knuineerinig, Director of Kcf****irrl>. 
MatiTiiil.-i Laboratory. Columbia University, New iork, N. V., and George 
B. Anderson ia KewHroli Attnoctatf-, Di«|mri.m**iit of Civil KiiKitim>rinK. 
Columbia tlluviTsity, New York, N. Y. 

Ti-rhnirul Report to tin* Oflici- of Nnvnl Ucwmrrh and the Welding Hi*- 
M-:iicfi Council of ihe KiiKim*t*riiiK Foundation. Office of Naval ReHcareti 
Contract  Nll-nnr-271-T.«. 7,   Ct'-I -53-ll!i H-27I-C K.     l«.r>.'l 

vicinity of the weld,-' which lowered the apparent pro- 
portional limit. There was no evidence of any adverse 
effect upon the ultimate behavior of the beams, which 
developed refusal loads by lateral buckling or web crip- 
pling, without fracture, at the test teni|>erature of -(-70° 
F. A limited number of tests conducted at —40° F, 
however, resulted in complete brittle fractures through 
the welds. 

The investigation here recorded was intended to de- 
termine the low temperature performance of butt- 
welded beams under impact loading, which afforded a 
comparison of the relative suitability of two grades of 
structural steel and the influence of thermal treatments 
of the weldments. The testing temperatures ranged 
from +70° F to —115° F which permitted determina- 
tion of the critical temperature of transition from the 
normal ductile type of buckling failure to failure by 
brittle fracture. 

The beams were rolled from heats of semikilled and 
silicon-aluminum fully killed steels. Charpy and Kahn 
tests indicated lower transition temperatures for the 
fully killed as-rolled base metal. In order to deter- 
mine the effects of welding procedure, tests were con- 
ducted on beam specimens in which the weldments, 
made with KtiOll and K6020 electrodes, represented 
three treatments; namely, (l) as-welded, (2) welded 
and stress relieved by postheating the entire welded 
beam to 1150° F for 2 hr, followed by furnace cooling 
to 500° F and final air cooling and (3) welded after pre- 
heating, with interpass temperatures of 35CM000 F. 
Supplementary specimens of both base metals were fab- 
ricated with low-hydrogen (K60T6) electrodes, both with 
and without preheat. 

The low-temperature properties indicated by labo- 
ratory tests are influenced by the method of loading, 
geometry of the specimens and associated strain rate. 
In dealing with the material in a rolled section, the re- 
sults of small-scale tests are further complicated by the 
variation of properties according to location in the sec- 
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tion. Similarly, a comparison of tin- influence of 
welding involve.-* the relative cooling rates of large and 
small specimens. The interpretation of test results 
from full size weldments, though satisfying with respect 
to partieular design application, h;is limitations for gen- 

eralized correlation purposes due to the influence ()f 
individual fabrication requirements, not otheiwi.se 
reproducible. For example, the beam specimens used in 
the present studies, butt welded according to a speci- 
fied procedure! include holes in the web adjacent to 
both flanges to facilitate the welding of the flanges. 
These flame-cut holes introduce local strain concent ra- 
tionsandindetenninate strain rates. In effect, the speci- 
men includes an internal notch, complicated by the 
fact that the web weld terminates at this notch. Nev- 
ertheless, these beams represent a practical. type of 
welded splice, whose behavior is of interest to the de- 
signing engineer, and afford comparison of the relative 
suitability of the two steels and welding treatments 
under the same design conditions. A limited number 
of additional comparative tests were made on a modi- 
fied splice design eliminating the web holes. 

Tt was considered desirable to proceed first with a 
series of "static" load tests with the hope of determining 
the relative low-temperature performance without elab- 
orate instrumentation. However, the tests made on 
beams of both steels and different treatments at — 11">° 
F were inconclusive because all failures were caused by 
buckling. It was apparent that the determination of 
the relative tendency to failure !>v brittle fracture re- 

quire!! either lower testing temperatures or higher .strain 
rates. The lowering of the temperature below —115° 
V would have required a more elaborate refrigeration 
procedure. The testing under higher strain rates by 
increment drop impact tests were adopted for further 
studies. The testing procedures and results of both 
"static" (low strain rate) and impact tests are recorded 
in the following discussion. 

MATERIALS 

The beams used for these tests were 16-in. WF 71-lh 
sections, prepared by butt welding two 7-ft lengths to 
form a beam 14 ft long, for test* on a 12-ft span. The" 
materials from which these beams were rolled repre- 
sented t wi i types of steel; namely, ASTM A7-46, semi- 
killed steel (Meat 34J333-J and ASTM A7-46. silicon- 

.aluminum fully killed steel (Heat 35J272). Through 
the cooperation of the Bethlehem Steel Co., a complete 
hist ,v of the manufacture, fabrication and physical 
properties was recorded. A summary of the melting 
practice, null practice and fabrication procedures as re- 
ported by the manufacturer is given in the Appendix. 
These heats provided .ri() semikiUed and 100 fully killed 
beams. 14 ft long, for this investigation. 

The reported chemical analysis for these two steels 
is shown in Table 1. 

It was the intention, in planning these tests, to in- 
clude structural grade steels having appreciable differ-. 
ences in  low-temperature properties as indicated by 

Sprrimrtt Ituntion' 

Web, 1 in. from eeiiterlirie l ttetli. i 
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Wel>, I in. from eenterline ( Meth. i 
Welt, 5 in. from eenterline 
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Flange, 2 in. from edge 
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Semikillci 

l>si 

1, tin-rolled 

S in. 2 in. Htiul gram size 

17,200 37,580 1*3,380 27 5 17 5 OK 100r(, 1-3 
15,2.50 35,250 03,5(H) 28 0 50 0 
38, li(M) 38,350 05, 1(H) 20 3 18 5 
j(i, too 30, 1(H) 03,800 20 0 52 0 

SemikiUed, stress relieved . 
37.200 37,100 

lulls kilh 

02,100 

il, as-rolled 

28 7 19.5 OK iooc;, 1-3 

11,510 11,070 00,530 25 0 115 OK 100r,', 0-8 
3K,!I(H) 05,300 20 0 15 0 

II.SO0 12.5(H) 00,800 27 0 17 0 
(0.3(H) 30,500 

Fully killed, 
00,000 

stress relieved 

28.0 51 0 

13,020 •II, 100 07,100 27 5 •19.0 OK ioor;, o-8 
38,000 00,500 20.1 •19 0 

12,700 12.7(H) 08,300 20.8 10.5 
10,000 10,500 00,700 29.0 54.5 

* Refers to location of center of 2-in. wide coupon; toe of fillet O'Jn. from center of web.    AH tests at. +70° F. 
HKMAKKS:    Micros! nut lire of both steels reported by manufacturer to lie banded Sorbitii' I'earliteand Fertile. 



conventional .small specimen tests in order thai these 
identifying properties might lie compared with the be- 
havior of full-scale wcldinents. The properties reconled 
included the standard tensile properties of various lo- 
cations. ('harpy V notch ami keyhole twitch impact tran- 
sition data, and the results of Kahn tear tests. These 
properties were determined from specimens taken from 
the rolled beams and represented both as-rolled ma- 
terial and material after stress-relieving treatment at 
1150° V for ' •; hr. Additional static tensile tests were 
made to determine the effect of temperature. 

Table 2 records the results of standard tension tests 
on flat specimens taken from various locations of the 
web anil flange. These results indicate higher yield 
point and ultimate strength for the fully killed steel. 
without appreciable difference in elongation. The 
yield strength was lowest fur specimens taken from the 
web adjacent to the fillet for both steels. The proper- 
ties do not appear to be appreciably affected by stress- 
relieving treatment. 

Comparative Charpy and Kahn tests were made at 
the mill on specimens taken from the web about midway 
between the fillet and centerline. Because of the char- 
acter of fracture of the welded beams it was of interest 
to investigate the variation of low-temperature prop- 
erties by additional Charpy tests on specimens taken 
from the edge and center of the flanges and near the 
fillet and centerline of the web. All specimens were 
taken in the direction of tolling with notches on side* 
perpendicular to the original surface. The results ill' 
the Charpy and  Kahn tests are shown in   1'igs   I  A. 

-60   -40    -20      0       20      40      60      80     100 
TEMPERATURE        * F 

till. I    ('harpy impart Ml remit* 

These curves indicate that the abrupt decrease in frac- 
ture energy occurs at higher temperatures for mate- 
rial taken near the fillet in both the flange and web. The 
curves for materials taken from the web between the fil- 
let and centerline show intermediate energy values ex- 
cel)) that in all cases Curve ~> according to data sub- 
mitted in the mill report shows considerably lower 
energy absorption at the higher temperatures. This 
may be a machine effect, possibly due to relative rigid- 

so 
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FULLY-KILLED, AS-ROLLED 
KEYHOLE  NOTCH 

-140 -120 -100   -SO   -CO   -40   -tO       0       20      40      CO      «0 
TciirciUTimc       'r 

tig. 4    ('.harpy impact tent rentiltH 

ities of the machines or support.-* which would have 
less influence nt the lower fracturing energies. The 
energy values at the higher temperatures are not sig- 
nificant. 

The transition temperatures derived from the ('harpy 
tests are shown in Table 3. These temperatures are 
arbitrarily based on the 10 and 20 ft-lb levels for the 
keyhole notch and on the 15 and 50 ft-lb levels for the 
standard V notch. (Values at a common 15 ft-lb level 
are given for comparison.) The tabulated values show 
considerable spread for both types of notch depending 
upon location of the specimen, amounting to about 20° 
F for the semikilled steel and about 40° K for the fully 
killed steel. Under these circumstances a definite value 
of transition temperature cannot be assigned to either 
as-rolled steel but comparisons can be made of values 
at similar locations in the beam. The fully killed steel 
has transition temperatures based on the criteria shown, 
about 50 to 75° lower than the semikilled .steel depend- 

NOTCH: 
N0.4T omu. 

HOLE 
I/I»* urn cur 
mut: J/4- 

-80 -60 -40 -20    0     20   40   60   80 
TEMPERATURE *T 

tig. 5    Kahn tear test remit* 

ing on location.    It is evident that the .silicon-alumi- 
num deoxidation has decreased the notch sensitivity. 

The greater spread of values indicated for the fully 
killed steel, particularly when based on the higher en- 
ergy level criterion, is perhaps due to the character of 
fracture.    In this steel, the fractures included numer- 

.- Table 3—Truiiitition 

Tranxition trniprratiirt, 
criterion* 

Trm pr ro 111 re*, ('.harpy TMU 
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Simikillnl 
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Fiillu-KiiM 
.\H-rolled Clmtpv kevliole                    20 It-Ill -102 -7!l                   -60 -84 -7U j 
Ad-rolled 10 ft II. -112 -103                  -SO -!I5 -100 
StreHH relieved 20 ft-ll. -70 
Ax-rolled f 15 ft-ll. -10S -D3             -mi -90 -90 

Ait-rolled Chmpv Vnoleh                   50 It 11. -111 -5                  +32 -2t> + 10 
As-rolled 15 ft-ll. -50 -15                  -42 — a< -45 
Strew relieved 50 ft-ll. +25 

* According to It, tldeliem Steel Co. mill report liiiin. 
t For comparison with \   notch Mlmnne energy level. 



Plate I    h'rarture of ('harpy specimen nhoninit fixture 

ous fissures which opened per|)endieular u> the direc- 
tion of the notch. These fissures were found in till the 
fibrous fractures (higher temperatures), one of which is 
shown in Plate 1. In the intermediate transition range 
some fissures opened across a granular area and the 
fracture became fibrous immediately adjacent to the 
fissure. Probably due to lack of lateral restraint 
naused by the opening of the fissure, a more ductile local 
fracture resulted. These fissures were most pronounced 
in specimens taken from the center of the web and only 
occasionally in fractures of specimens taken from the 
edge of the flange. At lower temperatures, mixed re- 
sults from a group of specimens showed that the pres- 
ence of fissures raised the energy value from 4 to 25 ft-lh. 
At higher temperatures no relative values are available 
since all specimens developed fissures, but the curves 
for both notches indicate that the energy values were 
lowered. This opposite effect of fissures on the energy 
absorbed  when   large  plastic deformations   were  pro- 

duced at these higher temperatures is perhaps due to the 
relative volumes of material subjected to plastic defor- 
mation in a laminated as compared to a solid section. 
As in a simple tension test, the length of specimen af- 
fected by the "necking" before fracture is less for speci- 
mens with smaller sections, represented in this case by 
the multiple laminations. 

The results of Kahn tear tests included in the mill 
report are shown in Fi«. 5 and a summary of recorded 
data ami transition temperatures based on various cri- 
teria is show n in Table 4. These data include final elon- 
gation in 2 in. on gage lengths located ',A. and 1 in. from 
the notch, reduction of thickness at the notch and '/; 
and 1 in. from the notch, and the depth of section show- 
ing fibrous fracture. The transition values selected for 
the various measurements indicated a favorable influ- 
ence of deoxidation but the temperature differences are 
not as great as for the ('harpy tests. 

The effect of temperature on the tensile lower yield 
point is shown in Kig. 6. Here again the data are sub- 
ject to variations due to location of the specimens. The 
specimens were machined from adjacent 1,/«-in. wide 
strips cut longitudinally from one flange, located 1'/, 
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hilt. 6    Effect of temperature on fairer yield point 

Tahle t—Su iiiimiry of Kahn Teur TWls 

Average values for Rix'i'imeriH tested, ufcnri iiiK tn Hctlilc will Steel Co. report on nm crials-  sei Plate 5 t or KHK<' locutions 

.No. 
uperinu'iis 

Temp., 
llu 

—Klonoation 
(Imji- .1 • 

in i in., ', - - 
Cage «t 

Semikilled steel 

C 

lion in thi 
'",, at: 

1) 

•knrittt,—^ 

K 
Type of 
fracture 

4 
2 
3 
3 

80 
0 

-20 
-40 

24,500 
20,300 
20,400 
2ti,!K)0 

li.il 
7 0 
0 5 
r> r> 

7 0 
7.0 
ti .8 
I 5 

Kullv killed .«teel 

24 0 
24 1 
23 2 
25 2 

21 0 
18.1 
21.1 
15 fi 

20.7 
13.8 
17.3 
O.li 

2-in. fibrous 
IVi-in. fibrous 
I1 3-in. fibrous 
1* t-in. fryst. 

3 
2 
3 
3 

HO 
0 

to 
-<i0 

28,030 
20.200 
211,370 
211,870 

8.0 
7   8     : 
7 3 
li 3 

11.3 
8.0 
S.7 
5 7 

24.8 
25:8 
24 .3 
22 (i 

21  8 
10.8 
18.1 
11.8 

21.3 
21,0 
13.4 
0.1 

2-in. fibrous 
2-in. fibrous 
1 . 17-in. cryst. 
1  83-in. cryst. 

Trtiiixition leiii|Marulnri>M, °F, kv Im Icur le»l»t 

Stret Frnetiirr, h'loiitjrjion. Rrdurtion of thirkniif. 
Seinikillei 
Fully killi 

(AH) 
•d (AH) 

-15 
-23 

-so 
-00 

-40 
-50 

* (lajre line A-A located ' •-.. in. from center of bole. 
t (!«({(' line B-l< located ! in. from center ol bole. 
X ( 'HITKUIA:    Kloiiuation li', , reduction of thickness 10' ,, fracture 1 '/-ill. tit "rolls. 



:u»d 2' , in. t'mnt the flange edge. The specimens from 
the outside strip gave consistently higher yield point.-- 
by about 2500 psi. The curve- sliuwn represent average 
values of '_» to 6 tests at a particular temperature. A 
few tension tests on the seniikille.l steel at -:V>\° F 
showed a yield point oi' 1 Iti.OOO 120,(100 psi. This 
value agrees reasonably well with a linear extension of 
the curve shown, to the lower temperature when the 
Ion of stress is plotted against 1   7', A US. 

I1KAM SI'KCI.MKYS 

In preparation of the beams lor butt welding;, the ends 
of the web and flange to be welded were beveled by ma- 
chine flame cutting to the dimensions shown in Fig. 7. 
The sections were mounted in a specially constructed 
positioning device which permitted rotation of the 
beams about their longitudinal axis, alms permitting 
welding in the Hat position. The flanges were tack 
welded, about 1 in. at four [joints, located symmetric- 
ally about 2 in. from the edges, providing a root opening 
of '/'» in. The tacks were placed on the outer flange 
surface and removed by gouging during the welding op- 
eration. Except for the special series welded with low 
hydrogen electrodes, the arc welds were made with 
V^j-in. diam AWS-ASTM. KtiOl 1 welding rod for the 
root pas.se* ami ,7

t«-iir. diam AWS-ASTM. E6020 rod 
for the subsequent passes. The web joint was welded 
first by one operator. The number of passes, sequence 
and direction of welding are shown in the Appendix 
summary.of the mill report. The coped holes at the 
ends of the web weld were enlarged by flame cutting af- 
ter completion of the weld to assure sound metal at the 
end of tiie web welds. 

The surface condition of the finished welds was good.. 
Some irregularities existed in the hand-cut cope holes. 
In order to place SR-4 strain gages on the curved edge 
of these holes, the inside curved edge was smoothed by 

hand filing. In later tests when gages wen? not used, 
the holes were similarly smoothed to ensure comparable 
test-conditions. The alignment of the welded seg- 
ments was good but due to normal tolerance variations 
a small relative axial rotation of the two segments or 
sloping flange surfaces made it necessary to machine 
tapering bearing plates at the end supports in order to 
erect the beams with web vertical. A lateral concavity 
of the outer flange surface also required grinding of 
these surfaces at the supports to provide flat bearings. 
These precautions were necessary in preparing the 
specimens for impact tests in order to avoid eccentric 
load with resulting lateral vibrations anil other.effects 
which influenced the deflection measurements. 

TKST PROt.tilH RK 
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liu. i      it I'hlinu pri'linniliim ih'tttils 

The beams were supported on heavy pedestals 
through 4-in. diam rollers between 2- x 12-in. plates at 
both ends, providing a 12-ft span. Load was applied 
through similar rollers at the third points of the span. 
Third-point loading was adopted to permit observation 
and measurement of strain distribution around the 
critical selection. 

The entire beam. 14 ft long, was enclosed in an insu- 
lated chamber IS in. wide. 28 in. high and 16 ft 8 in. 
long, inside. The chamber was composed of side, end, 
top and bottom sections with lapping joints, which 
were readily bolted together. The sections were made 
of sheet metal, enclosing a 3 in. thickness of insulation. 
Inside both ends of the chamber, a receptacle for dry ice 
was attached to the bottom section as shown schemati- 
cally in Fig. S. A blower with a 12-in. fan at both ends 
furnished an air stream through the dry ice receptacle 
and the insulated enclosure. This air stream re- 
turned to the blower through ducts incorporated 
in the sides of the chamber, exhausting the air from 
ports in the bottom of the side panels near mid- 
span. The system thus circulated cooled air along 
each half of the beam. The rate of cooling depended 
upon the volume of dry ice used and velocity of the 
air stream. The beams, weighing 1000 lb, were cooled 
from +70 to — 11")° F in from 4 to 5 hr. 

The supporting pedestals were insulated by similar 
panels. The openings in the top of the chamber for 
I he third-point loading jig were sealed with flexible boots 
consisting of rubberized fabric and insulating wool, and 
the distributing beam was similarly insulated to reduce 
heat conduction to the cooling chamber. 

The temperature of the beam was measured by 
copper-const ant an thermocouples held in small drilled 
holes with solder. Temperature stations were located 
on both top and bottom flanges near the third points of 
the span and additional couples in the air stream at the 
ends were used for control purposes. The tempera- 
tures after a short stabilizing period were quite uniform, 
with only small difYerent-es between the upper and lower 
flanges.    The test assembly was similar to that used for 
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the impact test.-* shown in Fig. S with the exception of 
the third-point loading jig. 

In order to measure the progress and distribution of 
strains across the sect ion. SR-4 electric strain gages were 
placed longitudinally along the centerline of the weld 
after grinding the surface smooth, on the welt and 
flange, and inside the cope holes. Gages were also 
placed at adjacent sections along the flanges. The 
center deflection of the lower flange was measured by 
reference to side bars attached oil both sides to pins 
through the web over the supports. Attachment of 
the recording dial to a rod welded to the lower flange at 
midspan, and a yoke extension from the reference bars 
permitted readings outside the cooling chamber. Due 
to limited accessibility during the low-temperature tests. 
only midspan deflections were measured 

In order to compare the structural yield point.-, 
"refusal" loads and general load-deflection behavior of 
beams having different base metal properties and tin- 
known effects of welding, it was desirable to maintain a 
constant loading rate. Due to interruption of loading 
for strain recording, inspection and necessary adjust- 
ments it was not possible to maintain constant loading 
conditions, particularly in the plastic range. It wius 
possible, however, to reduce the observed load-deflec- 
tion data to comparable curves at the same loading 
or deflection raies by tin? following procedure. 

Aftertheproportionallimit was exceeded, as evidenced 
by the defection increments, the loading which was 
applied at a convenient rate, was interrupted at various 
values of initially applied load and the deflection was 
maintained constant by readjustment of load by the 
testing machine as necessary. The increments of load 
or deflection between such interruptions were deter- 
mined arbitrarily to give sufficient points for the derived 
curves. The load adjustments to maintain constant 
deflection—largely a machine effect were small and 
intermittent. At each of the initially applied load in- 
crements, the decrease of load at constant deflection was 
recorded with time. Curves representing th<- decrease 
of load vs. time were called the "drop-off" or relaxation 
curves. At any interval of time after load application 
and stopping the machine, the instantaneous load was 
recorded as /'/.    Then  the iate of  relaxation.-r//'/'i// 

was found from the relaxation curves at various values 
of Pi, A curve representing I'i vs. dPi (it was plotted 
for each of the con-taut deflection increment.-. It was 
now possible to find values of /'/'at -elected relaxation 

I'lalf'J     I iru-itf imiHirl lextinM lourr frith hrniit sp<< imrii 
i^rlitsvil^ji^^iitliiiL- ilmmbvr 
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rates Irom each of (ht-> constant deflection curves. It 

will he noted (lint /'/ represent> the load resisted by the 

beam at a particular deilection when applied at the rate 

equal to the corresponding relaxation rate. Curves rep- 

resenting /'/' vs. A can mm ho coiistructed tor selected 

loading rates and t lie'load-deflect inn data tor the several 

beams can he compared with the same loading rate. 

The procedure is time consuming, it very low loading 

rates are used as the basis of comparison, because of 

the Itnia period required fur stabilization of the "drop- 

on" load. The highest rate is. of course, limited by 

the rate of initially applied load possible and controlla- 

ble with the usual testing machine. However, the 

comparison can be made at relaxation rates which are 

reached in reasonably short holding times. 

Phe effect ot loading rale on a beam a! room temper- 

ature and comparison of several welded beams at - I l.r>° 
F are discussed later. As noted previously, only a 

limited number of "static" actually low straining 

rate tests were made because the results were incon- 

clusive in differentiating the steels and treatments with 
respect to drift le behavior. 

I in f HIV I Tints 

The major part  of the test   program consisted of in- 

FIXTURE   FOR  ROTATION   ONLY 

FIXTURE   FOR ROTATION  AND   TRANSLATION 

Hit. '>    Hi'tmi xn/j/iorfm« jixluri'M for im/mrl lv> 

creinent drop impact tests. The tower structure pro- 
viding guides and lifting facilities for the tup was de- 
scribed in the report of previous impact tests. Some 
modifications were made in the beam supports and in- 
strumentation, and the entire tower was re-erected on a 
more massive concrete foundation, bearing on roek. 

The striker weight or tup weighing 2000 lb consulted 
of a block of steel to the lower end of which was attached 
a 4'/...- x4'/j- x l.rVVin. contact block of alloy -steel with 
bottom rounded to a 3 in. radius. The tower was 20ft 
high, providing a net height of fall for the tup of 9 ft. 

The cooling chamber was the same as that used for 
tlie static tests with an opening in the top panel to per- 
mit passage of the falling tup for centrally applied im- 
pact. This opening was normally closed with a mov- 
able rover, opened only when the blow was applied. 
Figure .K shows details of the test assembly and Plate 
2 shows the tower and cooling chamber enclosing a 
beam mounted for test. 

The heavy steel pedestals on which the beam was sup- 
ported were anchored to the foundation. The beam- 
supporting fixtures were intended to provide, as nearly 
as possible, unrest rained "simple" beam conditions and 
prevent rebound. The upward forces developed at 
tiie supports, corresponding to the reactions on the 
hoani when deflected upward during the vibration 

cycle, were of considerable magni- 
  tude and during the  earlier  tests 

|^1 \ caused rupture of fixture and anchor 
^ ' bolts.    The fixtures used permitted 

one end to rotate but prevented 
sliding, while at the other end per- 
mitted longitudinal movement as 
well as rotation. The clamping 
details for these fixtures are shown 
in Fig. 9. While these fixtures were 
effective in preventing upward re- 
bound at the supports, the dynamic 
deflection records indicate rapid 
damping of vibration probably due 
to unavoidable friction in the sup- 
port fixtures. 

All beams were subjected to cen- 
tral impact by the 2000-lb tup in 
drop increments of 3 in. up to a fall 
of 36 in. and thereafter in incre- 
ments of 6 in. To minimize the ef- 
fect of local contact pressures at the 
point of impact and avoid applica- 
tion of the load directly to the weld, 
a 3- x 6- x 12-in. contact block was 
at tached to the upper flange at mid- 
span. The top of this block was 
machined before each test to pre- 
sent an undented surface. In the 
earlier tests this block was held in 
place.by two inverted angles welded 
transversely ^o the upper flange. 
The block was grooved to avoid 
bearing on the weld and the angles 

JL 
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effectively held the hlock in place. Due In the flexibil- 
ity (if the angle legs, there was no appreciable llexure 
participation of the hlock with the beaut section. 
Some of the complete fractures at low tempera- 
tures, starting at the lower flange extended through 
the upper flange adjacent to the hearing hlock close to 
the welds attaching the angles. Due to the possible 
influence of these angle welds in determining the loca- 
tion of the top flange fracture, the met hoi I of holding the 
contact hlock was changed to a simple bolted connect ion. 
Four holts directly eontie"ted the block to the flange. 
While some fractures also occurred near the ends of 
the block, held by this method, no fractures occurred 
through the bolt holes. 

In all tests, the beam either fractured or developed 
lateral buckling of the top flange with resulting pro- 
nounced over-all distortion of the section. The first 
tests, made at -115° I'" were in the nature of pilot 
tests for comparison with the static tests, made at the 
same temperature. Fractures resulted in beams of 
both steels and all treatments. Thereafter, tests were 
made at successively higher temperatures to determine 
the temperature above which the type of failure was 
due to normal beam buckling without cracks. 

The midspan dynamic deflection was measured at all 

blows. The apparatus used lor deflection measure- 
ment consisted essentially of an optical system in 
which a beam of light passing under the beam was 
directed to a photo-tube and partially intercepted by a 
cut-off plate attached to the beam. In order to extend 
the intercepting plate l>elnw the cooling chamber 
the plate was attached to the end of a rod welded to 
the bottom flange about 1' ._. in. away from the splice 
on the beam ccnlerlme. The system is similar to that 
described for earlier tests, with an improved amplifier. 
The dynamic deflections were recorded on film by an 
oscillograph. The accuracy of the measurements was 
about  ±0.005 in. 

Dynamic strain measurements were made by SR-4 
gages placed on the upper curved surface of the edge of 
the lower hole in the web and at points adjacent to the 
hole in the web and flange. Additional gages on the 
web weld measured permanent sets with a manual 
strain recorder. The equipment for dynamic measure- 
incuts included David Taylor Model Basin strain indi- 
cators and a, Hathaway oscillograph, adapted to the 
requirements of these tests. Four channels were 
available, recording strain transients and calibrations 
on a film record. 

Strains were measured on beams of all types during 
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the earlier impact test*. In atidition todetermining the 
range of elastic, action for comparison with the tlcflcc- 
tion measurements, the records served to indicate the 
start of cracks. When the behavior pattern was estab- 
lished, these strain records were discontinued and the 
proportional limit or structural yield strength was 
determined by the deflections. 

In order to determine the amount of plastic deforma- 
tion produced at critical locations adjacent to the frac- 
tures, scratch measurements were recorded for many of 
the beams. Prior to test, fine scratches spaced (1.1 in. 
apart were made over a length of 'A in. along a longi- 
tudinal line -on the web immediately above the lower 
hole and also on the lower flange surface across the weld. 
The displacement of these scratches gave some indica- 
tion of the amount of plastic deformation preceding or 
associated with the fracturing process. 

RKSU.TS OK STATIC TKSTS 

These pilot tests at a temperature of — 115° V were 
intended to determine the advisability of further tests 
at  varying temperatures.    While the results did  not 

differentiate the beams and treatments as regards the 
brittle fracture phenomena, they do afford some com- 
parison of beam behavior of the two materials, the 
effect of loading rates and the effects of the web holes 
on the strains in the vicinity of the splice. 

The effect of loading rate in these so-called "static" 
tests, which arc really tests at low loading rates, is 
indicated by the curves shown in Fig. 10, derived from 
the relaxation of load at constant deflection. The 
range of loading rates from these data is not large and 
the spread of structural yield strengths amounts to 
about 2.5r<. The increase of yield strength would be 
considerably greater for the higher loading rates possi- 
ble with ordinary testing machines when the loads are 
applied t>y the usual continuous beam test procedures 
where deflection measurements are made "on the run." 
The relation between loading rate and the structural 
yield loads is shown by the insert curve of Fig. 10. 

Comparative load-deflection curves derived from 
relaxation data are shown for several beams in Fig. 11. 
The as-welded beams, both SK and FK.* have low ap- 

• Itrfrrriirr to -.• • 111V111 •-. 1  awl fully   ki!l<vl  «u-«-l  will   karrafirr  I"" ahljr*- 
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parent proport ional limits due to residual st resses. The 
ratio of structural yield point to proportional limit is 
theoretically 1.15 for this section. The curves give 
values of 1.45 and 1.57 due to the lower PL. The FK, 
.stress-relieved heiun Rave a ratio of 1.12 which is nearly 
the theoretical value indicating removal of residual 
stresses since the properties are not appreciably effected 
by this treatment. The unwelded FK beam at — 100° 
F and SK beam at + 70° F also showed somewhat high 
YP/PL ratios, probably due to rolling residuals. These 
limited tests give some indication of the beam proper- 
ties, reflecting material properties and effect of tempera- 
ture, although data are not available over a range of 
temperatures because this series of tests was discon- 

tinued. 
All of the beams tested statically developed "refusal" 

loads by lateral buckling of the compression flange: 
Due as-welded, FK beam tested at — 100° F (Curve <) 
cracked suddenly in the web at a deflection of 0,53 in. 
and at a load Mow the structural yield strength. This 
crack, starting at the end of the web weld at the top 
of the lower coped hole, extended to mid-height of the 
web (neutral axis). It did not extend beyond its initial 
formation with subsequent loading to buckling. Strain 
measurements indicated that appreciable permanent 
deformations in the web adjacent to the hole developed 
prior to the crack. 

The partial fracture of the web with flanges remaining 
intact was found by later impact tests to represent an 
intermediate type of failure between buckling, with no 
cracks, and complete shattering of the entire section; 
that is, a tendency of crack propagation in the transi- 

tion range. The formation of a brittle crack suggests 
therefore that the test temperature was in the brittle 
range. However, the unexpected fracture of a FK 
beam rather than a SK beam having less favorable 
properties, at the same temperature, is contrary to the 
findings of the impact tests and its significance is ques- 
tioned. The relative tendency to brittle behavior was 
not established by these static tests. 

Strain Analyst* 

Kxtended surveys of the strain distribution in the 
vicinity of the splice were made on the beams tested 
statically. The purpose of these strain surveys was to 
determine the influence of the holes in the web adjacent 
to the flanges, particularly in the plastic range. The 
findings are of particular interest as regards the origin 
of fractures produced in the impact tests. 

The measurements extended over a length of 32 in. 
in the segment of constant bending moment between 
third-point loads. Longitudinal strains were measured 
with SR-4 electric gages placed on the flanges and web 
so as to determine the distribution over the beam section 
at the weld, 1' «in. from the weld and at sections remote 
from the splice. Additional gages were placed to find 
the lateral distribution on the outer flange surfaces and 
the variation along the flanges. 

The results obtained on l>eams of both materials 
were in substantial agreement with respect to the influ- 
ence of the holes. The data presented represent the 
performance of a SK beam, aw-welded. tested at — 100° 

NO.    LOAD     DEFLECT. 
KIPS IN. 

1 70 .13 
2 130 .26 
3 160 .35 
4 188 .49 
5 185 .70 
6 187 1.00 
7 191 2.00 
8 213 4.00 
9 225 5.5 

IF   A 

/' A i''1l--:::?ir-- 

.8 
16       14       12       10       8        6        4 2 

C0MPRESSIVE   STRAIN    -.001 in/in 

1 ~J- 
4        6        8        SO       12       14       16 

TENSILE    STRAIN    -    .00! in/in 
!8      20 

ft*. 12    Dintrikutiori of longitudinal * trains on beam nvrtion 
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1'. The distribution uf longitudinal strains measured 

(Hi (In- welded splice sect inn. with weld reinforcement 

groutm! lint, is shown in Fig. 12. t Ittin- stations .1 ami A" 

were on (lie tension and compression llange surfaces, 

respectively, directly opposite '.he wch. (iages H and 

./were nn tlu- inner surface.- n|' the flanges, in the wch 

hole. liages (' and / were mi the curved edge uf the 

hole, while I) and // were nn the wch. ; , in from the 

edge of the hole. Gages /•.', /•' I'ceiitcrlinei and il were 

on the wch surface. The curves plotted were for the 

dcllcetion increments and total load.-, applied at the 

third points of the span, a- shown. Plotted values 

represent the average "f t«" gages on opposite sides of 

the wch and the average of two adjacent gages oh the 

outer llange surface.-. 

The inlluence of the hole- in the wch is indicated by 

the nonlinear distribution and the large concent rations 

nt strain at the curved edu.es of the holes. This con- 

centration is apparent in the elastic loading range with 

a factor of ahout 2 and increases rapidly with plastic 

deformation. The distrihiition i- -nnilar in hoth the 

tension and compression regions. 'Tension gages were 

lost at ahout '2.0' , . strain hut. mi the compression side, 

strains of 4. W",   were-measured at.a hcam deflect ion of 

">."> in. when the test was discontinued. The neutral 

axis moved toward the compression flange with large 

plastic .deformations. A similar strain analysis was 

made at a section S in. from the weld splice where no 

hole existed. The distrihiition was found to he more 

nearly linear hut with a tendency for the tensile strains 

at the level corresponding to the top of the hole, to lag 

under the large plastic deformations, probably reflect- 

ing the large strains developed at the neighboring sec- 

t ion ihle to the hole. 

The  distrihuli I   longitudinal   strains  along  the 

ceiiterlincs of hoth flanges was measured over a dis- 

tance extending It) in. each side of the splice. Pairs of 

gages were placed on the weld. 1' 4 in. from the weld and 

at more remote distances. The curves shown in Fig. 13 

indicate the start of yielding and rapid increase of plas- 

tic strain in the base tnetal l1 , in. from the center of 

the weld. The unsyininctrical appearance of these 

curves in the vicinity of the weld is due to the lack of 

corresponding measurements adjacent to. hut on the 

other side of. the weld, where the curves are shown 

dotted. With increasing deformation there is a decided 

strain lag in the weld metal; that is. the weld metal is 

stilTer. 

GAGE 
^ 

LOCATION 

B CD E 

TENSION   FLANGE 

1 ±       91/" *.     »'2 B 
:: 6'/2" :::: 83/4" ±   6" :: 

E      F 
11/4" 

B CD E 

COMPRESSION   FLANGE 
He. /.'(     I imnirittlhml tlistritiiithiii of strains tilimK writer itjfluuei' 



The transverse distribution of strain on the flange 
surfaces is shown in Figs. 14 and 1.1. While the elastic 
strains"are uniform across the llauge, yielding progresses 
much more rapidly under the wed. The pair of gages 
were opposite the vveh fillets and strains may have been 
larger   on   the   centerline.     The   corresponding   load 

curves indicate larger strains at the stations l'/4 in. 
from the weld. Yielding also progressed more rapidly 
under the web at a section 10 in. from the weld indicat- 
ing normal behavior of the rolled section in which the 
strain at the edges of the flange tend to lag particularly 
on   the  tension   flange.     Buckling of  the compression 

A B    C D 
MIDSPAN -  ON   WELD 

HOLE l^si T 
~1 1-1 W~ 
A    B C    0 

i/2'Hi   Hi"h   H-1/2" 
GAGE    LOCATION 

CUVRE NOTATION - SEE FIG. 12 

B    C 
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B    G 
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flange tends to increase tin' edge at ruins. 
As will he discussed later, an estimate of tlic strain 

rate produced by dynamicloading of these beams is com- 
plicated by the wide variation of local strains. For a 
particular deflection rate, the strain rate would be 
greatest at points of greatest strain. The origin of 
fractures produced in the impact tests confirm the re- 
sults of these strain analyses. 

KKSl LTS OF IMPACT TKSTS 

The experimental data recorded in these tests of cen- 
trally applied impact by successively increasing drops 
of a 2(K)0-lb tup included dynamic-deflection and strains, 

independent dial gage measurements of permanent deflec- 
tion set at each blow, permanent deformations by 
scratch displacement measurements after test and 
crack propagation observations. Most of the derived 
relationships were based on the deflection data. The 
strain records made on the earlier beams tested con- 
firmed the elastic range found from the load-deflection 
relations and the initiation of cracks. These strain 
measurements were discontinued in the later tests, A 
summary of test results and derived data is given in 
Table ") which includes supplementary tests to be dis-. 
cussed later. This summary includes the height of fall 
at which fracture was produced or the height when 
tests were discontinued because of pronounced distor- 

TuMr 5— lt«-»ult» of tnipuct TrM» on Hut l-W 'rlilcnl Itt'uuiM 

Scmikilled st.-i-l. as-welded. KOOI I   20 electrode). 

'I'rm- fhiyhl St in i n Hi/ill illrni 
prmlurr. nf hill. rrtrrtjti Ihtlntluli ItHl.ls kips Hal in Slrr.ix r*, km 

Mark 0   y 
III.' ft-kips',1 ;,...} l'l. Yl'i ) r vi. l'l. VI' Failure 

1K1 -111 m -  •> 0 55 (omplete fracture 
4C - Ill till   7S 10 S   IS  7 0  7!)   1   IS 222 2iiti  ,"i 1   20 lid 0 82  7 Web fniPture to complete 

\C\ -30 !M)   10S 21 li 50 ti 1    15 2  85 210 202 1  25 r.5 2 HI   1 Wei)  fracture  to  buckle 
5C -20 (Hi   IDS 31   3   12 S 1   so 2-  12 uni :> 251 1   275 ii2 0 7s d Well   fracture   to   buckle 
21) -10 I0S 5li 5 3  1 1 105 213 1   215 lid 5 75 5 Buckled 

11)1 -10 10(1 52 3 2 71 l!)5 25 1 1   30 HO 5 7H d Buckled 
4 A 0 SHI 31   li l  iil ISO 22C \ 27 55 d 71   1 WHi and lower flange 

fracture 
11) *-."> 84 27  3 '   72 175 232 1   325 51  3 72 0 Buckled 
2I-; •HO 102 11   2 . 53 170 22(1 1   345 52  S 71   1 Buckled 

IA1 +20 10S IS 7 2 **T 180 221 i .". 
Avg 

1  20 
1  275 

55 d 70   1 Buckled  (small  crackj 

Scmikill '(1   HteH,   Wl'ltltH :lllil s! ri •ss-relievef KtiOII   20 elect rtxjt S 

SKI -IKS 1.0 7  ti I)    00 - Complete fracture 
3K1 -10 72 12  7 0   02 235 25S 1   10 73 0 SO   1 Well and lower flange 

fracture 
21)1 -25 7K \<i 0 1   17 213 253 1   Id lit!   1 7S 5 < 'omplete fracture 
4B1 -15 till S  S 0 03 225 250 1   11 70 77 li Well and lower flange 

fracture 
3D 10 102 32   1 1  ill 200 2i(i :> 1  215 112   1 77 5 Buckled 
•IB — 5 110 72 S 5   17  3 0 70-0 '.II 201  5 212 1   IS2 113 5 75 2 WHi fracture to complete 
5 A 0 7S HI 20 C, 23 S 1  32  1   is 205 213 1   185 113 li 75 5 Weh and lower flange 

fracture 

5B1 + 5 (Hi 211 S '    1   St 100 211 1   23 lio.'.i 74 d Buckled 
31)1 4-15 00 20 0 i 7d 185 23(i 1   275 57   I 73 3 Bucklod 

5K 4-30 111) 53 li 3 1.3 ISO 215 
Avg 

1   111 
1   Id 

55 d till  K Buckled 

Semi ^i 11<•< 1 steel, pic ic.'it and U'flilltl, KOOl 1   20 He •1 Icicles 
si': 115 33 1   1 0  17 Complete fracture 
in -10 72 13   1 0 H2 210 05 2 WHi   and    lower   flange 

fracture 
All outside '.veld zone 

3A -3W 107 13   1 2 20 220 270 1   23 OS   1 S3 S Complete fracture 
2K1 -25 5l-*ili SIII5 o m 1   1 1 20S 211 1   17 til  li 75 7 Well and lower flange 

fracture 
11)1 -20 30 3 8 0.47 Lower flange only frac- 

ture 
51)1 -15 108 10 (1 2 33 105 2 IS 1  27 00 5 77 0 Buckled 
5A1 -10 108 13 2 2   Id 105 21 li 1  2l i 00 5 7ti 4 Buckled 
51) -5 !M) 27   1 

1 

1  Oil 

"lllJy killed Ntti 

100 

1,  UX-.Well 

231 5 

Avg 

le.l. I'.liOll 

1  21 
1  23 

20 elect roc 

5d 0 

les 

72 8 Buckled 

8A -120 HI II  ti 0 !K) 20(1 2(15 1   41 til   d 01   11 Complete fracture 
11)1 -m 18 -til) li   1 (II 0 5'.i 0  75 212 05  S Weh fracture to complete 
iil> -.50 84-00 21  (1-31 0 1   33-1   (Mi 220 252 5 1   15 OS 3 78.4 Weh and lower flange 

fracture 
IBI -50 108 3ti 0 1   70 220 25!) 5 1    IS 118 3 SO 5 Buckled 
7K -10 ill!-108 30 0   Hi 3 2 21   2.1.3 17(1 250 5 1  to 55 ti 77.8 Weh fracture only 

01)1 -35 00 78 (1 5-17 0 75   1   1(1 217 07. 1 Weh fracture to complete 
8A1 -32 !W- 102 35 0 40 3 2 07-2 30 105 240 1  23 110 5 74 5 Weh fracture only 
•ID -2ti 00 217 1  50 207 247 1   Id H I 3 711 7 Buckled 

SKI -20 102 11   li 2 50 170 23(1 5 1   II 52 8 74   I Buckled 
IB -10 HI 22 li 1   17 I7d 231  0 

AvK 

1   31 
1  2d 

55  li 72 (i Buckled 



mat-jj^'-r ^szs-m 

SK 103 IS 2 3 (i 35 
OA 1 •SO m\ 22 t. 1  2t) 210 27S ;, 1   ID 7-1  5 Hi; ;, 

t.A -TO .".1  72 ti sits It 1,(1   1   02 2.0. 245 !   01 73 3 7ti   1 

5I-: ,      (.0 If is 21 0 i as 225 275 1 21 till  >k H5   1 
5B - 55. 51 7  2 o 03 

3Bi so !Mi 27   1 I tin Mi 255 1 22 o» ;i 7!<   1 
3B 10 102 .'.2 2 I ss 200 252 

AVK 

1  2ti 
1   IS 

02 I 78 2 

lions caused by buckling.    Where two values of height Kquirnlenl Static l.tmds 
of fjill. deflection ami strain energy art'shown, the first 
represents the blow producing first crack and I lit- second The  vibration  and  subimpact   phenomena of een- 
represents a major extension of this crack in either the (rally applied impact was discussed in a previous report.' 
flange or web. or the value at  which the test  was dis- The elastic dynamic.deflection can be predicted very 
continued due to buckling of the beam.    The maximum closely by the approximate formula for the equivalent 
height of fall available was ION to 110 in. static load producing the same center deflection, with 

Tutilr 5—ItesuIlM of Impact Tents on Hutl-\lclile«l Benin* (t'.ontimirtl) 

7'f in- lltujht Strain Eunmilritt 
fit'riittirr,       n( (all, rnrratt, lit tltrtitin Ituuls,    kifis Hallo, StrrAxe*, k*i 

Mark ° r" in * fl-k-ipij i«.,{ /'/. )"/'§        17' I'l.        I'l. IK fnilurr 

I'ulh  killed steel, welded .nut stress relieved, Ktioll   2tI electrodes 
7KI 117 72  7S '.I  S   II   5        0  72   I   0ti        312 !Mi !1 Well    and    lower    flange 

fracture 
5A (.0        >Mi  10s        :«> 2   17 II I  00 2 27        255 270 I OS 7'.» 2 S5.7        Wel,   „nd   |,m,.r    n„nge 

fracture 
2H! 55 15 I  !l 0 32 Weh    i;..!    lower   HHHRI- 

fracture 
li:i 50 51 !«! '.I   I   13   I        0 71  2 3S        210 27!i I   Iti 7-15 Sti ti        Weh   ami    lower   HHTIKC 

fracturc 
5.VI -HI '.'ti :W 2 1   70 230 2.50 I  (111 7!   I 77 ti        Buckled 
2B 30 '.Hi 33 I 1  02 220 212 I   10 08 3 75  I        Buckled 
ti: 20 i'ti .{'• ti 2  Hi 215 213 5 I   13 titi S 75 ti        Buckled 

AVK       i  ti 

I'ullv killed steel, pretn-.it .ui.l welded, KliOl I-20 electrodes 
Complete fracture 
( ompletc fracture 
Well    and    lower    Mange 

fracture 
>B1 Ii5 3l. I  3 0   I'.l Weh   and    lower    Hruige 

fracture 
Buckled 
('omplete fracture 
Buckled 
Buckle.] 

Seinikilled steel, unwel.led, Hamc-cut'hole* in wel. 
Complete fracture 

27li.ii        1  3S 02   I S5 !i        Buckled 
25<l 5 137 5!l (I HO 5 Buckled 
240 5        I  33 57 4 70 5        Buckled 

AvK        1  30 

unwelded, (lame-cut holes in wel. 
307 153 112  1 !».i   I        Complete fracture 
251 1.37 57   I 78 <l Lower  flange  only   frac- 

tured 
254 5 t ..111 40,11 7!l 0        I,ower  flange  only  frac- 

tured 
233 1  tlli 13 5 72. I        Buckled 

Avg        I  51 

Seinikilled steel, unwelile'i luit strew* relieved, drillecj holes 
ll; 115 107 305 325 1 07 04.0        101  n        Buckled 

Seinikilled steel, utiwelded, drilled holes, pressed notch 
70 0 . Writ crack at notch 

Lip  =  0 to trace 
titi 7 ... Wel) crack at notch 

Lip = 0.01 in. 
51  2 ... Weh crack at notch 

Lip = 0.02 in. 

fully killed steel, unwelded, drilled holes, pressed notch 
21)1 30 51 7 5 0 Oil 200 112  1 ... Crack    at    54-in.    drop, 

discontinued 
Lip = 0.015 in. 

3D f30 IS SI 7 1,20 7        0 titi  I   75        10S 221  5 I  32 52 2 08.8        Crack at -tS-in. drop 
Buckled at 84-in. drop 

2D -H13 51 SI II  7 32   I 0 111 103 208 5 I  28 50 0 04.S        Crack   started  at   54-in. 
drop 

Buckled at 84-in. drop 
Lip - 0.10 in. (tear) 

* Height of fall producing first crack or when discontinued due to liucklc.    Second value is height of additional increments to sulioc- 
• pieiil extended fracture or hucklcas indicated. 

t Total st En in energy accumulated to first crack.    Second value represents energy to subsequent liuekle or extended fracture. 
t Total deflection to first crack, subsequent I nick le or fracture extension. 

$ Kquivaleiil slain- ioad producing ela si ie component of ol.served dynamic deflection. 
( ompilteil liy flexure formula. 

2C 115 IS 5 - 0 50 
3(' 1 - 00 Ids 34 05 1   SI 200 
1C 1 - 10 '.Hi 27 3 !   til I'.KI 

IC 20 '.«) 27 S 1   00 

Full*  kille.1 st 

IS5 

•el. IIIIM 

IB .1 15 107 23 •> 1  20 200 
tilt till S| 2(1 1 1   42 185 

sBl 10 til. 13 0 0 SI 100 

fiBl 20 - '.10 21 - . 1   44 no 

2t' 1 - no IS ti   1 0 00 225 

.1111 30 12 5 3 0.53 215 

3B f 30 12 0 2 0 00 105 



(In1 appropriate inertia correction factor.* The elastic 

deflection predicted from this equivalent static load 

agreed with actual dynamic observations within less 

than 2'",. It WHS also found that the observed dynamic 

deflections, prior to buckling of the beam, varied lin- 

early with the striking velocity of the tup, as predicted 

by the equivalent static load formula, where /\„ is 

proportional to X'h. The primary assumptions made 

in deriving this approximate formula are (I) that the 

contact losses are negligible and ('Jl that the elastic 

deflection curves at maximum deflection are the same 
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DYANAMIC FLANGE STRESiES—SEMI-KILLED STEEL 

• PROPORTIONAL LIMIT. STRUCTURAL YIELD POINT 
wr, nc„ • ° E 6010 ELECTRODES 
wtLUto KXt 60(6 ELECTRODES 

A A FLAME CUT COPES 
UNWELDEO m a 0RILLEO COPE-PRESSCO NOTCH 

when loaded statically or 'dynamically: That the elas- 

tic curves are practically the same was shown by 

measurements of deflection along tlie beam as previously 

reported.1 The relatively small indentations produced 

i;i the bearing block struck by the tup and the rigidity 

of the supports justifies the assumption of small energy 

losses, prior to buckling. 

In the plastic range, the equivalent static load was 

found from the elastic component of the dynamic de- 

flection which was represented by the deflection re- 

covery after the blow. ('urves representing the equiva- 

lent static load plotted against the total deflection. 

including the dynamic deflection produced by the blow 

and the previous permanent set. were similar to the 

familiar static road-deflection curves as shown in Figs. 

10 and II. From these curves, the loads corresponding 

to the llexnral proportional limit ami the structural 

yield point (knee of curvei were determined and the 

corresponding stresses computed by the flexure for- 

mula. The proportional limit stresses thus found agree 

very closely with the indicated start of yield as meas- 

ured by electrical strain gages! 
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The dynamic flange stresses fur both steels ami each 
of the welding treatments, and their relation to the 
test temperature, are shown in Figs. Hi and 17. The 
variations of stress with temperature are shown as 
straight lines over the range of test temperatures al- 
though flat curves might be expected. Moth tiie pro- 
portional limit and yield point stresses increase with de- 
crease of temperature. The higher values as compared 
with the tensile properties of the base metal are due to 
both temperature and rate of loading. The ratio of 
the .structural yield point to the proportional limit is 
given in Table ">. The theoretical ratio for this beam 
section is 1.15. It will be noted that the as-welded 
beams of both steels show ratios of about 1.2S due to the 
lowering of the apparent proportional limit by residual 
welding stresses. When stress relieved, the ratios were 
1.19 and 1.14 for the SK and FK beams, respectively, 
which agrees substantially with the theoretical value of 
1.15, indicating that the residual stresses were effec- 
tively relieved. The preheated beams show somewhat 
less residual stress effect by those ratios than the as- 
welded beams. 

Although tests were made on al! types of beams at 
— 110 to — 120° F. stress values are la-kmg in most of 
these diagrams because failure occurred by shattering 
fracture without -developing any permanent deflec- 
tion set; i.e.. below the proportional limit. The elas- 
tic behavior of the beams fabricated with low-hydrogen 
eleetrodes is essentially the same as those welded with 
K6020 elect rodes. 

Strain Energy 

The strait) energy stored in the beam by tin* dynamic 
load is derived from the kinetic energy of the tup. 
However, part of the energy of the falling weight is 
expended in accelerating the beam so that theoretically 
the flexural strain energy represents 72'*,' of the energy 
of the striking weight, for the weights of beam ami tup 
used in these tests. This is the inertia correction fac- 
tor included in the equivalent load formula. Additional 
energy losses are involved. Although contact losses 
can be neglected, a very considerable' decrease in the 
energy available for flexure of the beam in the plane of 
loading may result when buckling of the beam develops 
because of the lateral deflection and twisting produced 
and the energy transmitted to the guides when the tup 
is deflected laterally by the distorted beam. The 
flexural strain energy may then represent only 50 to 
60% of the kinetic energy of the tup. 

The flexural strain energy was computed from the 
area under the equivalent static load-deflection curves, 
which are based on the observed dynamic deflections 
and permanent sets; that is, the actual beam perfor- 
mance. These strain energy values at first crack or 
buckle are shown in Table 5. The strain energy values 
to fracture or buckle for beams of both steels and each 
of the treatments when welded with K6020 electrodes, 
at the test temperatures are shown in Fig. IS. 

The accumulated strain energy stored in the beam 
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under successive blows as computed may be affected 
by strain aging. However, for the beams tested at 
temperatures below the transition range, the plastic 
deformations at fracture were small and because of the 
low temperature and short time intervals between 
blows, this possible aging effect is believed to be un- 
important for the comparisons made here. Also, at 
the higher temperatures when buckling w'*h considera- 
ble plastic deformation was involved, the exact energy 
value is not significant because the total energy is 
largely dependent upon the progress of buckling and 
when the tesi was discontinued. 

In general, when fractures develop, the energy values 
are low. When buckling determines the ultimate 
behavior, the strain energy is considerably larger. Had 
the beams been Imved laterally, much greater deflec- 
tions could have developed with corresponding in- 
crease of plastic energy and the energy values would 
have, shown a more abrupt drop in the fracture range. 
The points in Fig. 18 representing strain energy for 
beams in which the test was discontinued due to exces- 
sive buckling namely, at the higher temperatures 
are erratic and too low. Using the beam deflections 
rather then strain energy would not greatly change the 
comparison of behavior since both the deflec ion and 



strain energy reflect (he amount <>t' plastic deformation 
developed. 

Transition Tentfteratufes 

Figure IS shows the temperatures at which a transi- 
tion in type of failure from buckling to fracture occurs. 
This temperature is taken as the mean of a range of un- 
eertainty within which there is a probability of either 
type of failure, according to the number of tests made. 
Based on this buckle vs. fracture criterion, transition 
temperatures are fairly well defined,as shown in Table •>. 

Table 6—Transition Temperature*, " F, for Hiitt-WeMefl 
HeuiiiM, Ituekle v*. Frurture Criterion 

H'rld treatment,   RHOII in — TI/II,   of si,,-I • 
Fully kilUtl St-mihlt,;! electrodes 

As-woldeil 
WrMt'il-sO'css relit-veil 
Wt-ldetl with prehuat 

-2*> 
-•l.i 
— 57 

The results show lower transition temperatures for 
the welded fully killed steel beams by 24 ° F ill tile as- 
welded condition and 40° F for both the stress relieved 
and preheat treatments While both steels show more 
favorable transition temperatures when welded with 
preheat, the effect is less marked in the case of the semi- 
killed steel, which also shows no improvement by <tress- 
relieving treatment. 

The two grades of steel selected for these tests had 
appreciable differences in low-temperature tioteh sensi- 
tivity. In both the ("harpy and Kahu tests the FK 
steel showed lower base metal transition temperatures. 
The beam weldinents also show 'more favorable transi- 
tion temperatures for the FK steel and therefore seem 
to reflect, qualitatively, the base metal projMTties. 
More correctly, it is probable that both the notch sensi- 
tivity and weldability as indicated by the performance 
of the weldments, reflect I he same inherent property that 
determines transition temperature and crack propaga- 
tion. The variation of transition temperatures deter- 
mined by the ('harpy anil beam tests, due to specimen 
location, arbitrary criteria and welding treatments, 
does not permit a quantitative correlation. The rela- 
tion of ('harpy values to crack propagation will be 
discussed later. 

FKACTl RKS 

The origin of the fractures was influenced by the weld 
and the geometry of the specimen; that is, the presence 
of holes in the web. The configuration of the frac- 
ture .'as also influenced to some degree by the method 
of loading. It has been shown thai a large strain 
concentration was produced in the web at the inner 
edges of the holes. Likewise, the strains in the flanges 
were greatest adjacent to the weld, opposite the edges 
of the web holes. The st rain rates tinder dynamic loads 
were also greatest at these points. The holes were 
formed by manual flame cutting.    There were some 

gouge marks from the oxy-ac-elylene cutting on all 
specimens. The location of these holes immediately 
adjacent to the flange made it difficult to shape the holes 
and cut a flat flange surface because the torch had to be 
held so close to the flange. Before testing, the top 
edge of the hole and the surface on the flange on the 
tension side of all beams were smoothed with a file. 
This filing was done on the earlier beams tested to 
permit placement of electric strain gages on the inside 
curved surface and on the fiat surface of the flange in 
the hole. Usually, this filing removed only the scal- 
loped irregularities of flame cutting. Deep grooves 
could not be removed, particularly in the corners of the 
semicircular hole. This practice was continued when 
gages were not used, to maintain uniformity of condi- 
tions. While the gouging grooves are strain raisers, 
the root radii are relatively large and it was found that 
fractures frequently originated at other locations with 
smooth surfaces in spite of the existence of grooves 
which might be expected to invite the start of cracks. 
The surface irregularities themselves were prob- 
ably not critical to the relative behavior of the 
beams. However, the formation of shallow thermal 
cracks ami the modified structure a! the flame-cut 
edges may have influenced the origin of fracture. 
Supplementary tests on unwelded beams with flame- 
pierced holes were made and are discussed later. 

The beams were first tested at - 110 to - 120° F. at 
which temperatures complete fractures were produced. 
Tests were then made at increasing temperatures until 
failure resulted by buckling without fracture. In order 
to locate the transition temperature with a minimum 
of specimens, the tests were concentrated around the 
transition range. The extent and configuration of the 
fractures were related to the test ing-temperature, propa- 
gating further across the section and at lower deflec- 
tions as the temperature decreased. 

At the higher temperatures above the transition 
range, the beams buckled by sidewise deflection of the 
unbraced upper flange and twisting of the section. 
Very little local crippling of the \veb resulted under the 
loading block although in a previous investigation 
where beams were tested at room temperature, pro- 
nounced dishing of the web and local depression of the 
loaded flange was produced. The buckling of the beam 
sis a whole without pronounced local distortions may lie 
due to the heavier tup used in these tests. The maxi- 
mum vertical deflection produced depended on the 
progress of buckling which determined when the test 
was discontinued. The large distortions demonstrated 
the lack of brittleness at these higher temperatures. 

A photographic record was made of all beam frac- 
tures. The views shown in Plates 3 to 15 are intended 
to illustrate typical fractures in a sequence of propaga- 
tion without regard to the particular steel or treatment 
but are identified for reference. A complete record of 
the type of fracture is given in Table 5. 

The first visible sign of distress in the splice as the 
test temperature decreased was the formation of a 
"dimple"    i.e., pronounced contraction of thickness 



/'/II/C.'I      >K hftllll .)  1/ urltirtl tilth firfht'iit. tfstfil lit        III 
h . httrklt'tl with  tlrflt'rtittti  ttf J.t'i in.      II rh  nt-ltl tlirt'ftly 

tirt'r htttr "tiitltpU'fl" trilh hiruf tlt'furiniitiiin. tit* irtirks 

in  ibf \M'I> immediately ai>n\e tin- hull- mi  the leii-hm 

side.     This local delnnnat nm was in tin- weld metal dill 

at a point  nI maximum si rain concent ral mn i>ee  Plate 

'A i.     No   ciark   developed   anil   I lie  lieaiii   resisted  dy- 

namic  load  tn I'lli'klillii.      The first   crack> J • lr >< 1U" »•< I oc- 

curred at  the tup edge ol' Ih<- lower hole      A- -houn in 

Plate  4.   these crack.-,   actually   teat's,   extended   ;   .•  tn 
:   , in.   i'n   the weld   metal  ami <inl   nut   propagate  with 

slllisequeli!   Iiluus.     Sonic  lit   tlie.-e  partial   well  crack- 

also extended   to mid-height   ot   the  well,   l'lalc  .").   Ill  or 

adjacent   in the  weld  up  tn the neutral  axis ami  then 

entereil   the   base   metal, -sometime-   lerininat inu   in   a 

"iliinple" or 11 ii-a 1 runt raet it id where I he energy wa> e\ i- 

lienth'   dissipated   by   plastic   deformation.      The   vveli 

cracks tended In branch and sometimes extended in the 

upper   Halite   liHcts.     ITdm   the  scale   patterns  uti   the 

well suit ace, t Ins liraiieliin.u crack -i •clued in lie n\ nidi tin 

the   Incal   compression   zone   under   the   loaditlU   block. 

However,   the  liralichiim  neciiiTed   a!   different   height- 

I'ltitr .>     I h   lirnni   ."/•.   Ii-slftl a--,i rlil, il nl   - III     i'.      II rh 
vriu'k sltirtt'tl in itftti iit ttr/lrrlitm ttf 'J.'JI in. unit rxlt'tufa-tl. 
tis shtiirn tit flrflrctiim nl J.li.'t ill.     I '.hu'H Irrntintitfs in host* 

nifliit it it h "tliiitftlf" ill ftttt 

I'ltitf 4     Sh  hftiin   I II  Ifslftl tts-iifltlftl til    f SU" I-.      Tvnr 
in   itflil ill  Itip tif htilt'.     Ilrtini  h il i-Ii If 11 tilth ilt'JIff Iitm i>l 

2.V7 in. ifith nit prttptiutttion of frtifk 
I'lntr f>     I l\   hftim   lilt  tt'slrtl tis-itrltlftl tit       rill     /•.      II <•/> 
rrttt-k sltirlt'tt in  ttflti nt ttf/lrrlittn of I..1/1 in.      H t'h frtifk 

fxlfnttftl nntl jtttniif frtirtiirftl tit  /.''ft in. 
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Ise.- started close Id til 

l'lnti-7     Sk hru in .IHl slrrxx rflii'inl untl texteti nl   -10    /'. 
If fh ami llimiir (riirliirvtl nl ilr/lnlimi of It.12 in.     HiuiUf 

fniftttrr ilium I ' ,*« in. nntsitft' wrltl 

I'lntc tf     l-'h hi'inii 0 l iri'lili'tl with /iri'liftil. Ivslt'il tit  - 7'J 
/•'.     M I'II rrtirh slnrli'il at linli' nl ili'jli'i'limi nf II.till in.    It vli 
i-riifk  I'xli'riili'il   ifith   rimltifitf   u'i'li  ittul /limtii'  rrar' s  nl 

1.02 in. 

lie  next   grouping til  fracture pattern.-,  as  flit* tem- 

perature decreased, included fracture- in hdlli the web 

,'tilil lower   llange.     These combined   fracture-occurred 

simultaneously  or  in  some  cases  the  flange  break   oc- 

curred at a blow subsequent lu that producing the web 

crack.      Flange crack- occurred hotli in the weld metal 

and in ilic ba.-e nii'lal al   !   , in     , m. from tin- edge of 

ihi-   weld.     Two   presumably   unfavorable   conditions 

exist   al   lliclallcr location;    namely. I he heat-affected 

/.one and the higher -train.- directly under the edge-of 

ilie  hole,   with   the  po.-,-ilile additional  effect   of gouges 

fm* 1" Maine i-tt t f i ii(£.     Iiact it t <•> nt t In.- type are shown 
in Plate.- li. 7. and ,S. 

\l liie lower temperature.-, considerably below the 

iraii-iiiiiti range, the fracture.- were complete, nriginat- 

int1 and propagating through the entire web and both 

llaiigc- under the same Id<>\\ Typical fracture- of this 

iype are -how n In Plate !l to I'J. The brittleness at 

ihe.-e leinpeiatiire- i- indicated hy the irregularity of 

I he crack- and shattering tendency. The entire frae- 

iiire occurred simultaneously, with -mall, elastic beam 
deflection- and -train energy absorption. 

Some exceptions to the general grouping "' fractures 
are -how n in Plates l/i to lo. Nothing unusual was ob- 

served to account tor the fracture in the flange under 

the edge of the hole without a web crack. The frac- 

ture through the lower flange remote from the welded 

/one and propagating in the web without regard to the 

splice cannot be explained except that the beam was 

welded with preheat extending some distance either 

-ide of the splice which may have affected the material 

in some indeterminate manner. This is one of those 

unexpected result- to which every investigation is 
entitled. 

Hie fracture shown in Plate I") is of interest because 

ol the indicated origin of the crack at a weld not associa- 

ted with the -plice.     In testing the beams early ,n the 

program, the loading block was held in place by inverted 

angles having the edge of one leg welded to the top stir- 

lace of the flange, with fillet welds (see Plates l I and 12). 

The crack appeared to originate at a small spot on one 

of these welds and propagated through the base metal 

of  both  flanges and  web.     The  fracture surface  was 

fine  grained.   Hal   without   chevron   markings   (temp.. 

-124°   Ki      It   is  interesting  to  note that   while  the 

upper flange is subjected to tension during the upward 

vibration  cycle after the blow,  the magnitude of the 

upward  deflection   during  this  first   negative  cycle  is 

approximately only one-third of the downward deflec- 

tion of the first forced vibration cycle, due to the rapid 

damping.    Therefore   the   fracture   originated   in   the 

upper flange weld attaching the angle at nominal stresses 

considerably less than those to which the butt splices 

were subjected and must  be attributed to local imper- 

fections in these particular welds since similar attach- 

ments   on   other   beam-   behaved   satisfactorily.     The 

loading block was later held in place by simple bolted 
connections    to   avoid    these   additional    welds.     The 



Irarlute  does   indicate   I In-   hrittleue.ss   of   the   material 
sit this low temperature 

Hie character ot' I he fracture surface varied depend- 
ing upon whether the break was within the weld or base 

metal. The fracture surface in weld metal was irregular 
and ragged, tending to heroine Hatter at the lower 
temperature. Where the break oeeurred adjacent to 
the weld in the base metal, the fracture was coarse 
granular and often showed a ehevron pattern pointing 
toward the top of the lower hole in the case of the web 
fractures or toward the bottom of the hole in the lower 
flange break. These loner (lunge fractures usually 
were more irregular toward the miter edge- with the 
fracture becoming Hatter w ith tine grain texture directly 
under the hole which is in the fillet  regi f the beam 
In the ca-e of branching web cracks wholly in the base 
metal   isee  photographs .   the  fracture  surface usuuliv 

was comparatively flat with fine granular texture al- 
though in some cases one branch would be granular 
while the other was ragged, changing to hue granular 
near the upper flange. The fracture in the upper flange 
was always fine granular. The appearance of the frac- 
ture is perhaps related to the speed of propagation which 
is changing with the reduction of beam section. In 
many of the branching web f'ruetures progressing 
through the base metal a fine lip was found at the edges. 
Occasionally these lips were present in irregular, ragged 
breaks but were more distinct in the fine-grained frac- 

I'latf 10    Sh lira in Mil Htrrs* rrlieinl and I fulfil at -118' 
r'.     i'.oinplrlr fracturr at deflection of 0.64) in. 

Plate <l    FK beam 61)/ rested us-icrlded at -35° F.    Veil 
rrark xtarted at deflrctinn of 0,75 in., rnmplftf fracture at 

1.16 in. 

I'httf   II.    Sh   I)fani   .;/•;  welded  with  prfhfut.   tested at 
- 115° /•'.     (.luniilftffrarlurfiit defied inn nfO.tT in.   Early 

lest  it Hints  IIelded aniilf* to hold loadinii block, frar turf 
on t»ide 



Plate 12    Sfc henin ll'.l lesletliis-urtdedat      114   h.    i'.innplete frail lire at tleflertinn ofO.SS in.     Nofr irregular hrnnrhing 
rrarks and fine weh rrark to left terminating fit lower flange fillet about 20 in. front the splice 

tares.     \<> lip- were IHIIIHI on the Inn-lure- prndueed :il 

tile  extremely   low    lettlperat lire I I .">      I      luit   were 

present a' -till" F ami higher ,Additional nhserva- 

i ions roneeniinii I he I'on nation of edge lips are ni\fii in 

the diseiission ot Inn-Hires produced when pressed 

iiotihe- were formed at the well hole t<i initiate a \vel> 

i-ia'k in an utiw elileil beam. 

Plate  /.'(    ,S/\   beam   Ml   welded  with  preheat,   tested at 
— 211    r'.     rrncture ill flange only, outside of "flange weld 

under edge of hole at deflection of O.tT in. 

Plate   II     S/v   beam   tU   welded   with  preheat,   tested  at 
W   r.     rructurc remote from welding zone at deflection 

of 0.92 in. 

m 



I'lnt*' /.»     SK ht'um  'I 1/ *trvs> rrhvit'tl. tvxtril tit       tJI    f. 
('nirk stttrtvti at until*' fix tit rr »«'/*/ on  tags flan tie and »*r- 

t**ndv*l thnttmh ha**' ntvtttl.      Vvst tlinrttnlvtl 

STKVIV H\TKS 

Strain rates- produced hv impact an' not easily 
evaluated, part ictilarly when flcxtira! strain- arc in- 
volved. Inith elastic ami inelastic, and local discontinui- 
ties produce indeterminate local I-Iim-rtifr:ttitHts. Kveif 
in the case of simple tension itnpaci. the .-train rate at 
the instant of_ iracturc cannot he determined from the 
striking velocity, except that a reasonable approxima- 
tion can he made when the -peciineli breaks without 
apprecial)le pia-t ic deformation with a -mall expendi- 
ture of energy and lit I Ic change o| velocity of t he strik- 
ing ma.-.- occur.- during the essentially elastic fracturinu 
operation. I'lider llexural impact loading, the inertia 
effects, siihitnp.'iet plienomena and effects of discontinui- 
ties further complicate the problem. 

In the loading operation, a force isfressi is applied at 
a particular rate. The deformations are at first essen- 
tially clastic. When the stress reaches the yield point, 
the stress remains constant until considerable plastic 
deformation has so altered the proper!ies as to require 
tin increase of stress to produce further deformation. 
Throughout the "yield" range, the elastic -train com- 
ponent remains constant and only the plastic com- 
ponent increases. The elastic strain rate is zero in the 
yield range. When strain hardening develops increas- 
ing the stress required to continue deformation, the 
rate ol increase of the elastic component is low even 
though the rate of plastic deformation may he high. 
Since it is the limiting internal force (stress) which 
determines fracture, the amount of plastic strain pre- 
ceding fracture is important only in so far as it has 
altered the resistance of the material at the particular 
temperature. It is the rate of application of the elastic 
strain component which is significant in the dynamic 
fracturing operation, rather than the total strain rate. 
The magnitude of the internal stress and its rate of 
application, both of which arc proportional to the elas- 

tic strain component, together with the properties of 

the material existing at the test temperature, determine 

the character of fracture. 

A typical strain and corresponding deflection tran- 
sient taken from one of the film records is shown in 
Fig, l',l. The upper transient represents the strain on 
the weld at midspan of the lower flange surface. The 
strains in the well at the curved surface of the hole 
follow an almost identical pattern, differing only in 
magnitude. Strains at other locations, recorded simul- 
taneously, arc not shown to avoid confusion. The 
lower transient represents the deflection at midspan. 
This record was for a 30-111. drop on an SK beam tested 

at 0" V No permanent sets were produced at this 
Mow. 
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The irregularities of the strain pattern reflect the 
superimposed effects of beam curvature, subinipact 
and stress waves. The deflection curve is the inte- 
grated elTect of strains throughout the beam and is not 
sensitive to the local strain variations. The initial 
-train rate, immediately after contact of the tup, repre- 
sented by the slope of the first serration in the strain 
pattern, is of the order of 4.5 in. in. sec and reaches 
higher values for greater heights of fall. The magnitude 
of the strain reached at this high rate is about 50r( of 
the maximum strain produced by this blow. Obviously 
this strain is not related to the over-all beam curvature 
which is associated with a very small deflection in this 
period of time. At the instant of fracture, these vibra- 
tions would he damped by the plastic deformation ac- 
companying the fracturing process and probably do not 
add appreciably to the elastic strain at fracture. Re- 
ferring to the free vibration cycles after the first forced 
deflection of the beam, the localized strain variations 
indicated by the ripples superimposed on the mean 
curve diminish in intensity with the natural damping of 
the beam deflect ions. Similar patterns for the strains 
at the hole where plastic deformations are produced at 
an early stage are much smoother after the forced cycle. 

The mean slope of the upward recovery portion of the 
first cycle represents the elastic strain rate due to beam 
action. Comparing this rate for the flange strains with 
that determined for the strains measured on the curved 
surface of the hole, it  was found that  the strain rate 



at the hole was about two times the rate on the Halite. 
Sinee the strain increnietits occur in the same time, this 
means that the magnitudes of the strains were in the 
same ratio^ This agrees with the direct measurements 
made in the static tests. 

Kxeept for some of the fractures which occurred at 
the lowest temperatures, with relatively small heights 
of fall of the tup. the tension gages were broken by 
excessive strains In-fore fracture and the strain rates 
had to be approximated from the available deflect ion 
record. The rate of the deflection recovery is consist- 
ent with the elastic lower flange strain rate record when 
converted by the elastic relation between deflection anil 
strain. This is true also when the blow produced 
large permanent deflections indicating elastic action 
during recovery and justifying the approximation ,of 
elastic strain rates, with a concentration factor of 2 
from the deflection records. In general, the fractures 
occurred after appreciable plastic deformation and the 
total measured deflections include both clastic and 
plastic components. However, due to the shape of the 
stress-strain curve for this material in which the stress 
remains essentially constant in the yield range, the 
elastic component of the deflections probably docs not 
increase greatly lieyond the value at the flexural pro- 
portional limit. Converting the elastic deflection rates 
to strain rates at the hole, the maximum strain rate 
produced in these tests is of the order of O.IK) to 1.0 
in./in. sec for l>eams which developed structural yield- 
ing. For l>eams tested at — 115° I*' which broke in the 
elastic range, the strain rate was about (ISO to 0.00 
in. in. see. The time to maximum strain and deflec- 
tion was 0.007 sec. 
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Fi/I.  20    Dynamic deflection  rate at  indicated  total de- 
flection* and fracture, fiemikilh ' xteel 

,4.  W.—Fracture cttrce fitr ilm-iceltlefl tteatn*.     .V— .•'rnctnrc curve fitr 
tream*   leith   Preumvil ISitlrhen.     .\urttcricnt  </ffliffmiri<>ri«-~~/~»»r<i/ hcntu 

ctefleciUmn   iitcltutiitg  net*. 

As a further study of the straining rates at various 
temperatures the data shown in Figs. 20 and 21 were 
derived from the dynamic deflection records. The 
average deflection rale \<l'l is taken as the slope of the 
line drawn from the starting point of the forced deflec- 
tion cycle to the point of maximum dynamic deflec- 
tions. This average slope is probably a fair approxima- 
tion of the rate of the elastic component, particularly 
when huge sets are produced, and \<i I can be taken as 
a measure of the strain rate. The variation with tem- 
perature of the deflection rales to produce a given deflec- 
tion are shown by the lines representing increments of 
deflection, A = 01, 0.2, etc. The deflection rate to 
produce a given deflection appeal's to increase' slightly, 
about o',, with decreasing temperature over the range 
of these tests (-11") to -KM)0 V). Deflections lower 
than about O.oO in. represent elastic action, without 
permanent set. This change in deflection rate suggests 
some effect of temperature on the properties of the ma- 
terial, possibly the damping capacity. 

The deflection rate.-., i.e.. strain rates at fracture, de- 
crease with decrease of temperature (about I2f(j. 
These average deflection rates reached maximum values 

of 120 lo I .'Ml ips. The fracture points tor beams with 
pressed notches, to be discussed later, are also shown. 
That the deflection rates to fracture are smaller than 
the welded beams with holes indicates a greater con- 
centration factor and strain at the sharp notch as 
compared with the web hole. The data are limited 
for the purposes of these comparisons because the in- 
vestigation wa> planned primarily to determine transi- 
tion temperatures and most of the tests were concentra- 
ted within this critical range, which does not provide 
sufficient data for a more extensive analysis of strain 
rates. 

2 3     24      2.5     2 6     2 7 
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hiii.  SI    Itynnmic deflection  rate at  indicated  total de- 
flect itnm and fracture, fully killed steel.    See legend, h'ig. 20 



Deformations at Failure I'KEl'AKATION OF WEB HOLES 

The deflections of the beams at fracture or when tin- 
tests ucrt- discontinued dm- to buckling arc shown in 
Table 5. Those total deflections, including permanent 
sets, reflect the integrated deformation of the entire 
beam. Local strains were measured with electric 
strain gages on many of the beams, hut these gages were 
broken in most cases long before ultimate failure of the 
beam. To obtain some measure of the maximum 
strains developed prior to failure, fine scratches were 
scribed on the tension flange surface and on the web 
directly over ihe ho'e These scratches were made at 

1 M in. intervals over a length of 3 in.    On the flange. 
two  longitudinal  gage lines.   '   , and is. from tin- 
edge were placed symmetrical with midspau. thus in- 
cluding the weld anil extending beyond the boundaries 
of the web hole. The web gage line was about 0.(14 in. 
above the edge of the hole at midlength. Distances 
were measured between scratches with an optical mi- 
crometer having a minimum reading of 0.01)01 in. 

These measurements give sonic indication of the 
amount of plastic, strain developed prior t'» fracture. 
The strain associated with the fracturing process, being 
very local and included in a scratch interval lust by the 
fracture, could not be determined. Figure 22 shows 
typical plots of the measured strains, based mi ' ,,,-in. 
gage lengths for two beams which buckled without 
fracture. Beam 5TTJ was FK unvvelded with a drilled 
web hole, tested at — 112° F. developing a center deflec- 
tion of 1.20 in. Beam 2F was SK. as-welded, tested at 
+ 10° F and developed a center deflection of 2..">.'{ in. 

A summary of the data for all beams show,-, a marked 
decrease of plastic deformation preceding fracture with 
decrease of temperature, in both the flange and web at 
the hole. These variation.- in the flange are from about 
0.2'; at -M">° F In Sr; at +M)° F. with a tendency 
for the edge strains to be smaller than lho.se closer to 
the web line, particularly at (he lower temperature. 
On the web over the hole the strains varied from 0.2', 
at - I l">° F to 2*»r; al -M(>° F. The lower value is the 
limit of accuracy of the measurements. The strains 
on the curved edge of the hole were probably somewhat 
larger than those recorded above I he hole. 

1.5      10       .5        0        .3       10 
DISTANCE  FROM  MIDSPAN DISTANCE FROM  MIDSPAN 

rig, 22    Drforitmtioim hi flanuv and nrl> 

During the progress of the impact tests, it was ap- 
parent that the presence of the web holes which, in 
effect, formed an internal notch, introduced a critical 
condition for the initiation of cracks. In addition to 
the geometry factor, the web weld terminated at the 
hole and the holes were finished to -shape by flame cut- 
ting after welding, in order to remove imperfections at 
the "run-out." The strain concentration at the hole 
anil the relative plastic behavior of the weld and base 
metals have been discussed. The possible effect of the 
flame-cut finishing operation on the initiation of cracks, 
was questioned and a few supplementary tests were 
made to provide some information. 

Four un welded beams, as-rolled, were provided with 
web holes, simulating those used in the welded beams, 
by piercing the web and shaping to size by oxy-acotylene 
flame. This piercing operation introduced more local 
heat than tin- finishing after welding with the likelihood 
of inducing greater residual stresses and the edges 
were somewhat inure irregular due to the difficulty of 
using the torch so dose to the flange surface. The 
residual stresses induced are not likely to have contrib- 
uted to the failure* since plastic deformation preceded 
the fractures. Four beams of each of the two materials 
were tested under impact at various temperatures. 
The results are recorded in Table 5. The FK beams 
fractured with cracks starting at the holes, at or below 
-40' F and buckled at —20° F, suggesting a transi- 

tion temperature of about — 30° F which is the same as 
the   as-welded   beams.     The   SK   beams   fractured   at 

115° F but buckled at ~(3U° F and higher. The 
temperature of transition from buckle to fracture is not 
closely defined because of the limited number of speci- 
men.-but it is apparent that the preparation of the holes 
had an unfavorable -effect since beams tested with 
drilled holes buckled without fracture at — 11T>° F. A 
comparison of the behavior of the two steels is not justi- 
fied by these lew tests. The effects of manual flame 
cutting are l;';ely to be variable, particularly with re- 
spect to roughness of the finished edge and accidental 
gouging. Two of the FK beams cracked in the flange 
only, at the edge of the hole, which was unusual. 

It vv.-is not the purpose of these tests to investigate 
the physical and metallurgical aspects of flame cutting, 
but in view of the above results, an examination was 
made of flamo-ciil edges at the hole. Samples were 
taken from lour previously tested welded beams, which 
had cracked at the hole adjacent to the tension flange 
but finally buckled. The samples were taken at the 
upper hole where the material had been subjected to 
stress bill was uncracked. Plate Hi A shows micrographs, 
originally taken at 7500 X. of the edge of the base metal, 
outside the welding heal -affected zone, from a FK beam. 
Both steels showed similar conditions. Plate \6B is a 
micrograph, from the same specimen, originally taken 
at   1000 X. 

Plate Hi.I shows multiple surface cracks existing in 
a hard transformation layer (white) having an average 
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I'late 16 I     Mierugrnphn ttf flume-cut etlne "f ba*e metal al 
hole 

depth iif about 0.UO15 in. and :m average hardness ol 
('(inverted Rockwell "('" '.\2. It will lie miteil that 
oxide has penetrated into tlic cracks. The structure 
hack of the hard transfiMined layer (-(insists of a typical 
nverlieated steel structure to a depth of perhaps ' u in. 
Plate H)B is a further illustration of multiple cracks in 
a hard transformation layer at the flame-cut edge. The 
cracks are included in a hard and more brittle material 
tending to terminate upon entering into the relatively 
softer overheated zone having an average hardness ot 
Converted Rockwell "H" <)5. These hardness measure- 
ments were made on a Bergsman Micro Hardness Tester 
employing a ">-g load.    The presence of oxide in these 

I'lnle Hill     \lirriturnph of flume-rut eilite i»f hnur metal <>i 
little 

cracks indicate that the formation was associated with 
the heating cycle, not due to subsequent load stresses 
and represent thermal Cracks probably developed 

during the rapid cooling. 
The shallow cracks at the flame-cut edges are stress 

raisers, which should invite the initiation of major 
cracks whose propagation depends on the properties of 
the base metal at the test temperature. It should be 
noted that in preparing the beams for impact test, the 
upper edge of the lower hole, including the.weld and 
adjacent base metal, was smoothed with a file for gage 
placement. This filing probably removed the shallow 
cracks present at the critical region but may not have 
removed the heat-affected zone. The corners of the 
hole adjacent to tlie flange surface were not filed. In 
some cases a shallow gouged groove was produced by the 
cutting at the corners, which together with the edge 
condition and the discontinuity produced by the hole 
produced a critical region in the flange, where some of 
the fractures did occur. 

While the edge effects ot (fame cut ting are unfavorable 
at a stressed edge subjected to high strain rate at low 
temperatures, the tendency to crack propagation is 
reduced at higher temperatures by the higher energy 
absorbing capacity of the base metal. Other reported 
test.- indicate the visible start of cracks at flame-cut 
edges to be independent of the temperatures used or 
type of subsequent fracture, and higher fracture stress 
for smoothly ground surfaces* under static loads. Also 
the effects of flame cutting in preparing the edges for 
welding are unimportant because of the subsequent 
fusion by the welding operation. 

In the type of splice tested, the wvb holes were con- 
sidered necessary to facilitate the flange welding. What 
would have been the result if no holes were present, as- 
suming that a sound weld could be made, or could the 
shape and formation of the hole be modified to improve 
the beam behavior at low temperature? To answer the 
first question, a few additional tests were made in which 
the splice was made by continuous welding of the web 
and flanges without web holes. A trial weldment indi- 
cated apparently satisfactory weld soundness and the 
practicality of the procedure. 

Assuming that the holes are necessary for fabrication, 
why not fill tlie holes with weld metal after completion 
of the splice, thereby removing tlie stress concentration 
and edge effects of flame cutting'' This procedure was 
considered I nit- rejected because of the danger of imper- 
fections which might be more unfavorable than a well- 
formed hole. Tile remaining alternative then concerns 
the best method of forming the hole. The suggestion 
has been made to elongate the hole in the direction of 
the flange, thus reducing the curvature of the edge 
lacing the web and moving the flange strain concentra- 
tion further from the weld zone. The hole might also 
be enlarged without seriously reducing the web strength. 

Practical considerations require that web holes, 
whatever their shape and size, be formed by flame cut- 
ting. Although the presence of microcracks at the cut 
edges would not  be eliminated by postheating,  such 



treatment "would tend to improve the proper! ies of the 
heat-affected edge zone with less likelihood of propaga- 
tion of these shallow mirks at temperatures above the 
critical propagation leinjierature of the material. It 
will he noted that beams (if hoth steels were tested alter 
stress-relief treatment following fabrication. This 
post heating of the entire beam to 115(1° 1'' pro<iuced no 
change in the transition lemperature of the SK welded 
beam*- as compared with the as-welded conditions. 
Some improvement was produced in the Fix beams 
It is not clear, however, that the relative behavior due 
to this post heat can be attributed to any influence of 
flame-cut edges of the welded beams. 

The alternate fabrication procedure* which have been 
discussed in view of the findings of these tests are of 
interest to the designer and warrant further trial and 
study. Some tests were made nil beams spliced with a 
continuous weld without web holes for comparison with 
the l>eanis of the original program. The results are 
recorded later in this report. 

CRACK PROPAGATION 

In the previous discussion of the fractures produced, 
it was indicated that the extent of the cracks varied 
with the test temperature. At temperatures veil 
lielow the transition to buckling, shattering failure.-. 
resulted with branching cracks extending laterally in 
the web and through the upper Hange. At soiiiewhat 
higher temperatures the cracks did not include the 
upper Hatige. diminishing until only part of the web 
cracked. At the threshold of transition, cracks at the 
web hole reduced to short tears which did not propa- 
gate even when impact loads were increased to ulti- 
mately produce buckling. 

The extent of the cracked section, expressed as a [MT- 

eentage of the depth of the section and plotted as a 

function of the test temperature, is shown in Fig. 2'A. 
No attempt is made to include the exact length of 
hrauchiug cracks, which sometimes extend a considera- 
ble distance in the web. or to assign relative weights to 
web and flange cracks. The curves should terminate 
at temperatures producing no crack, corresponding to 
the transition t em petal lire according to the crack-buckle 
criterion. Heam specimens are licit suitable for a study 
of crack propagation. It will be noted that partial 
fractures tend to terminate at inidheight or slightly 
above, where the flexural stresses arc low or the crack 
enters a compression field. The results do, however, 
suggest a relation t>etween the extent of crack propaga- 
tion and temperature. The web cracks in the welded 
beams were usually in or adjacent to the weld metal. 
To further investigate the effect of temperature on the 
extent of free-running cracks without welding complica- 
tions, a few unwelded beams were prepared with sharp 
pressed notches a! the top of a drilled web hole. Re- 
taining the geometry of the welded beams the notch 
served as a crack starter in the web. The tool used to 
form the notch was ground to a sharp edge which was 
slightly rounded on polishing paper. In order to mini- 
mize upsetting of the material by pressing the notch, a 
notch slightly undcrsizc was first formed with a file. 
Pressure on tin- inserted tool then shaped the notch to 
its final contour. Plate 17 is a micrograph of a section 
taken through the notch at about mid-thickness of the 
1 ..-in. web material. (Inly a slight distortion of the 
structure is noticeable at the root of the notch. From 
measurements of this micrograph, the radius of the 
root was H.IMH17") in. The notches were 0.1 in. deep 
(above hole edge! with 45-deg included angle. 

Three mi welded beams of both as-rolled materials 
with pressed notches were tested under impact at dif- 
ferent temperatures. Due to the limited number of 
tests with only the welded beam results to predict per- 
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Plate  IT     Micrograph   at   rttttt  »/ prr.-itnl  notch   u.irtl an 
rrark xtarter 

formanre, the temperature range of the tests is rather 
wide, but the results indicate a decided difference in the 
tendency to permit free-running cracks in the two ma- 
terials. The test data are shown in Table 7. The 
lengths of the initial cracks originating at  the notch 

2«.I SHI 3R at   +.WK 

I'lalf 19    h'ractitrrx in unicvldeil and notched beam*, SK 
neries 

Ti •Mr 7—I'ropugal lion of i 'nil •|4N Induced by u l'rc>t»ed Nt»tch 

Tent Itrop nt lit n in Stniin rnfrtfy Lcnijlh 
If HI/I., crack. <ti tleetlim. to crack. of crack. 

Mark Steil " r in. in. fl-kips in. Fracture 
2C-I SK -m IS i) tin tit 11 (iranular 
3H1 SK -30 12 0 53 5 3 S'  , (Iranuliir 
3H SK -KW 12 1) 00 ti 2 5"/; (iranular 
21)1 FK -an 51 0 (HI 7 5 5>/i (iranular 
3D VK *-ao IS n r>t; 7 t'< i  .,_: (iranular (gee note below) 
21) IK ~M>3 .'il 0 ill II  7 '*,* Fibrous 

Specimen •?('/, SK at —ill)" F. Tin- fracture is rough granulai 
with chevron pattern pointing toward the notch over the lower 7 
in. changing to line granular near the end of the crack. No meas- 
urable change of thickness oeeurreil over the entile length. Sec- 
tioning of well, at the etui of the crack, showed that the crack 
advanced further in the center of the web thickness (0.185 in. 
thick) by 0.10 in. as ciitil|>ared with end of crack at the web sin- 
faces. 

Specimen .Hit, SK at —-Hi" /•'. The entire fracture is line 
granular with chevron pattern on the lower 5 in. Thin silky 
lips at the edges in the upper 2 in. extend about 0.02 ill. deep. 
No lips were near the notch. No mensurable change in thick- 
ness occurred near the notch but the thickness decreased by 0.003 
to 0.010 in. adjacent to the crack over its upper length. The 
granular fracture was finer at the terminating cud. 

Specimen Ml, SK at +.if)° /•'. The web surfaces along the line 
of the entire crack were necked on both sides to reduce the 
thickness by 0.025 ill. with a small dimple at the terminating end. 
Within this necked zone, the fracture extended to the surfaces 
as a fine crack for about 1 in. from the notch. This fracture was 
rough granular with a chevron pattern pointing to the notch, ex- 
cept for surface lips extending along the entire length (including 
part   near notch)  which  were about  0.02 in. deep.    These  lips 

were smooth shear fractures. The fraetunsjn the upper l'/s in. 
of its length was internal; not extending through the neck at the 
surfaces. (Sec Plate IS) The section remaining intact was 
about 0.02 in. deep. 

Specimen -!\)t, FK at — 30° F. The fracture was rough 
granular with chevron pattern, l'.dgc lips an- 0.01 deep near 
notch and 0.02 in. deep further away, No appreciable change of 
thickness occurred near the notch, but the thickness decreased 
0.01 -0.02 in. in a narrow necked zone. The crack terminated in a 
dimple. 

Specimen 31). FK at + 30° /•'. The first crack was '/: in. long 
at tlie IR-in. blow. The crack extended to '.', in. long at the 84- 
ill. blow when the beam ultimately buckled. The fracture is 
granular with smooth edge lips. The crack terminated in a 
dimple or depression where the thickness decreased 0.065 in. 
(original 0.485 in.). 

Specimen Jl), FK at +113° /•'. A small tear, '/« in. long, 
formed at the notch at the 54-in. blow. This crack became Vi« 
in. long at the 84-in. blow when the beam buckled. The crack 
formed at 15 deg to the vertical through the notch. The frac- 
ture appears rough fibrous, A dimpled /one at termination had 
a thickness reduction of 0.045 in. 

20 



;uid extending vertically into tlit* web arc shown 
graphically :il the test temperatures in Fig 23. 

The cracks developed in the SK scries are shown in 
Plate IS. In the view of Specimen 2-C-! (-60° F), the 
surface ailjacent to the crack is not visibly changed. 
(The scribe line, vertically from the notch, is not To be 
confused with the cracks in these views.) The sur- 
faces adjacent to the fine crack in Specimen .SHI 
( — 30° Ft is slightly depressed. Plastic deformation is 
suggested by the lighter zone along the crack. The 
view of Specimen 3B (+30° Fi shows a pronounced 
local decrease in thickness along a vertical line starting 
at the notch. Close examination showed a very fine 
crack in the root of this necked-down zone over the 
lower 4 in. of its length. The internal condition is dis- 
cussed more fully below. 

Plate lit shows the crack format ions in the FK series. 
Specimen 21)1 (-30° F) showed a small and narrow 
localized necking at the crack. The short crack above 
the notch in Specimen 3D (+30° F) did not propagate 
beyond its initial formation with subsequent blows 
which produced considerable deformation of the web as 
evidenced by scaling and strain lines. The crack ter- 
minates in a pronounced depression or dimple. The 
smaller crack in Specimen 2D (-r-630 F) is more prop- 
erly descril>ed as a tear which did not propagate with 
subsequent blows. 

The fractures near the notch of Specimen 3H, SK 
tested at +30° F and specimen 2D I. FK at -3(1° F 
are showii in Plate 20.    The smooth lips at the edges 

.111    SK ui   • .111 F 2»t-Fk at   -30°F 

2IH ul   -.W°F III «l   i   .10-F 21) si + 6.VF 

Plate 19    Fractures in iinu'clded and notched' Heamx. FK 
series 

I'tate 20    Fracture* near notch of specimen, edpes shoir 
sntonth lips 

are visible as lighter zones. The fracture of Specimen 
3B provided interesting information concerning the 
formation of these cracks. The web surfaces along 
the line of the entire crack were necked in on both sides. 
(-)nly after close examination was a-very fine crack 
found at the bottom of the narrow necked zone over 
the lower A in. of its length. The appearance of this 
fracture is shown in Plate 20. A section cut through 
the thickness of the web where the surface was necked 
without visible surface crack, showed that the crack 
was internal leaving the material intact near the original 
surfaces for a depth of about (1.02 in. This internal 
fracture is shown in Plate 21.1. It is this thin surface 
zone which when ruptured shows a smooth shear frac- 
ture and forms, what has been called a "shear lip," at 
the edges. In Plate 21.1, the view includes the full 
thickness of the web across which the crack extends. 
One edge clearly shows the necked-down surface. The 
opposite surface had been ground and polished for 
etching, which removed the depression similar to that 
on the other surface. This polished surface, after Fry 
etching, is shown in Plate '2\B. The etching (dark 
zones) shows plastic deformation in a zone about '/s in. 
wide along the entire crack starting at the notch.    At 
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the termination nt' the crack the branching sfritiii lines 
indicate dissipation of energy by shear deformat inn 
aheadof the crack. 

Similar etching of Specimen Mil. SK at      30° 1 
showed   no  appreciable  plastic   zone  adjaeenl   to  the 
crack hut a few branching strain lines spread out beyond 
the enii of the crack.     The etching process was not 
effective on any of the FK specimens. 

The condition near the terminating end of the crack 
formed on Specimen 2t'I SK at - (it)0 i', was examined 
by sectioning the web. At the center of the web thick- 
ness (0.4S<Ti in.), the end of the crack had advanced 0.10 
in. ahead of the end of the crack at the surfaces This 
suggests faster-propagation al the center, with a lag 
and modified fracturing force on the section nearer 
the edges which may be associated with the irregulari- 
ties of the fracture surface referred to as ''hcvroii or 
herringbone. The presence of a lip at the edges ol a 
fracture can also he interpreted to indicate prior inter- 
nal fracture. Whether this condition is due to the 
propagation phenomena or different properties of the 
material, such as a skin effect, at the surfaces of the 
rolled plate is not indicated by these data. 

Referring to the data in Table 7 and Fig. l!3, both 
series of tests indicate that the tendency for crack propa- 

gation decreases as the temperature is raised. In each 
series composed of three tests, the striking velocity, 
beam deflection and hence the strain rate at the root 
of Ih« notch, when fracture occurred, was nearly the 
same. The initiation ol cracks at the notch appears 
therefore to lie independent of temperature over the 
range of 110° ]•' in these tests. The length of crack. 
however, is primarily related to the temperature. 
Comparing the two series, the cracks were initiated at 
lower strain rates on the SK steel. The tendency to 
propagate the crack, as measured by its length, at the 
same temperature is also more pronounced in the SK 
steel. The crack length in the SK steel at + 30° F 
iwith lower initial strain rate) was about the same as 
(hat iii the IK steel at -lid0 F, a difference of 60° F. 
In the I'K series, the cracks initiated at the higher tem- 
peratures did not propagate with subsequently in- 
creased impact loads and the ability of the beams to 
resist loads up to normal buckling refusal was not im- 
paired. 

It appears that above some critical temperature, 
cracks do no! propagate. 'The lowest temperature 
inhibiting free running cracks is a more rational and 
useful definition of transition temperature than one 
based on factors related to the initiation of a crack or 
physical   characteristics  of  the  fracture  itself,   which. 

Plate 21.t    Internal fracture of weh of Specimen .Ml. Sh 
+30" -r".     Sole neckeil-down and intact surface 

Plate 2111    Surface of web at termination of crack which 
iloex   not   extent!   throuiih   necked   surface.    Dark   zones 

produced by try etch indicate plastic deformation 
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however, miiy relied I 1M* propagation phenomena. 
From a practical viewpoint, the presence of small cracks, 
produced by fabrication or erection processes, which are 
known to exist, do not in themselves impair the service- 
ability of the structure. They do, however, serve as a 
starting point for extension when the stress intensity 
and the properties of the material at the operating 
temperature are critical. It may he argued that with- 
out crack initiation, the question of crack propagation 
is irrelevant and suitability for service is thus deter- 
mined by the temperature at which cracks start thereby 
introducing a propagation potential. However, it 
affords lit tie assurance to delay cracking by a few degrees 
if the crack, once started, leads to complete destruction 
of the meniher, as would be the case in a material lack- 
ing propagation toughness. 

While the data arc too limited to warrant quantita- 
tive comparisons, the curves in Fig. '2-i are displaced 
by about 0(1° F. Assuming that tin- curves are nearly 
parallel when the SK curve is continued to a nonpropa- 
gating temperature, it could be concluded that the SK 
steel reached a critical temperature favorable to propa- 
gation about 60° F higher than the FK steel and that 
these temperatures are of the order of +25° F ami 
+85° F, respectively. Recognizing that liberties are 
U'ing taken with limited data, these temperatures and 
their difference are in fair agreement with the transi- 
tion temperatures derived from the V-notch ('harpy 
tests at the 50 ft-lh level, for the specimens taken near 
the fillet and adjacent web (see Table ,'i, locations 3 
and 5) but bear no relation with the results of the key- 
hole-notch Charpy tests. 

LOVt -HYDROGEN KLECTRODKS 

The t>eams for the major series of tests in which as- 
welded, stress-relieving and preheat treatments were 
investigated were butt welded with K6011 and K6020 

electrodes. The results showed lower transition tem- 
peratures for the FK steel. It was of interest to deter- 
mine whether the use of low-hydrogen electrodes would 
improve the performance of both steels, whether these 
electrodes with SK steel would accomplish the same 
result as using FK steel as originally welded and 
whether the advantages of preheat might be duplicated. 

()ue series of tests was made on beam specimens butt 
welded with K6016 electrodes (without moisture con- 
trol) including both steels, as-welded and with preheat. 
No change of welding procedure was made other than 
to use (1-c reverse polarity current instead of the 25- 
cycle a-c current used in the original series. The elec- 
trodes were used out of fresh boxes as received from the 
storage room. It is important to note that no attempt 
was made to control the moisture content of these elec- 
trodes. 

To determine the influence of moisture control a 
second series of tests was made on specimens welded 
with K60I6 electrodes conforming to Grade MIL-K- 
180-16, Federal Specification MIL-E-986A. These 
electrodes were packaged in 40-lb hermetically sealed 
containers, which were opened as required and the elec- 
trodes were placed in an electric oven at a temperature 
of 250° F. Flectrodes remained in the oven overnight 
hefore l>eing used the following day. All welding was 
done on the day shift. The welder took only enough 
electrodes out of the oven to last him 4 hr or less. At 
the end of the shift all unused electrodes were put back 
into the oven. This series included only FK steel l>eams 
(SK l>eains unavailable). Four specimens were pro- 
vided for test as-welded and also when welded with pre- 
heat. 

The results of tests on specimens fabricated with both 
types of low-hydrogen electrodes are recorded in Table 8 
giving derived data similar to that shown in Table 5 
for the original test series. The results are also shown 
graphically in Fig. 24. 

The transition temperatures derived from these tests, 
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Tul>l«' It— KmullH »f li»|»ucl Test* on Hull-Welded Ilium*, lou-llwlrogeo Klrrtrodm 
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prraturr. 

Mark ° /•• 
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211 
10 

to 

-32 

Hruiht 
<>f full. 

78   108 
10S 

Hulio. 
Vl'l'l. 

Sln-yars, kfi 

12 

•If. 
(HI 

Kqtiivalt'rit 
Knrrqii, itrfitction. limits, kip* 

'ft-kipx,^ nt.tt /'/. Yl'i 
Semikilled steel, as-wp|ded, KlHlKl electrodes (no moisture coniroli 

17 0 51  2 I   10 2 75        210 2ti() 5 I   21 ti5 2 80 '.I 
11.3 2   13 UK) 250 1  31.-)        Ki 0 77 li 
2(1 S 1 55 I'.M) 211 I 27 5ft 0 74 8 

Avg        1 27"i 

Semikilled steel, preheat and welded, KtiOlti electrodes (no iiKii^ttn:• control.! 
I  7 0 50 

Failure 

Wcl, fracture to eomj>li"t« 
Buckled 
Buckled 

2ti .". 1  5!i 2IS 255 117 
25 2 I  5S |>m 213 I  22 

Avg I  20 

Kullv killed steel. as-wclded, KtiOlti electrodes (no moisture control 

Well   ami lower flangt 
fnieture 

ti7  8 7'.l 2 Buckled 
til   8 i.) i> Buckled 

5C 35 42 72 5 |»-II. 7 0 55  1   10 202 2 II 1 21 112 7 75 8 Wei, and lower flange 
fracture** 

7C 20 fill (Hi 15 2  3li   1 1 05 2 22 IS.", 238 1  2'.i 57  5 73 (i Wei, fnieture to buckle** 
.-»(*! - 10 18 70 7 2 25 3 0 til   1  lil IS2 230 1 2li 51 i 5 71  5 Wei, and lower flange 

fracture** 
4(1 0 '.«"> 33 S 2  12 lf>7 228 5 1  37 51   '.l 71  0 Buckle** 
2\ -35 IS till li 8 11  r. 0 til (1 72 232 5 72 3 Well to lower flange 

fracture 
IA 20 7S 20 S 1   12 205 5 245 1   I'.i ii3 s 7ii  1 Wei, and lower Mange 

fracture 
4 A -1(1 110 54 li 2 '.is 178 231 1  32 55 3 72 li Buckled 
3 A 0 110 57 (I 3  111 HIT s 22 1 

Avg 
1  33 

1.28 
52  1 li',1 5 Buckled 

Kullv killed Mi •el. itrticif .He welded I'.COlti e|t r!roilr^ ( tut moisture i otitrol) 

3A.I - 15 7S IS S 1    10 200 258 1 2d 1,2  1 SO  1 Wei, and lower Mange 
fracture" 

2i •: 50 12 5   1 I) 50 1 (15 (Ml 5 Bottom Mange only (.hole 
edge i 

2AI -4(1 IS li 8 0 lil    > 217 1.7 4 Bottom Mange only (hole 
edge t 

4A1 30 7S 14   1 0  '.-".• 187 238 1  27 5S 0 710 Buckled 
IA1 20 '.Mi 30 (1 1   S7 IS.", 23l i 5 

Avg 

1   28 

1   28 
57 5 73 5 Buckled 

Kuljy kille 1  St •el. as-Weld •d, KlKllli eleelrml •s i will, iiu, si ure eolil oh 

2K1 -70 51 li 0 0  57 230 71   5 Complete fracture (small 
defect ) 

Buckled I0B -till I0S 41   !l 2 23 217 21.5 5 1  22 Ii7  1 82 5 
101) - 50 (Mi 28 li i   lit. 210 253 0 1   21 Ii5 2 78 li Buckled 

liK -20 '.Mi 2'.i o 1   SO ISO 228 5 
Avg 

1  27 
1  23 

55 (I 71 0 Buckled 

Kullv  killed sic •i; i reheat and Welded, KtKllli elei •tludes I wil i moisture control i 

10BI -SO 7S II  4 0 !l| 220 284 1   2d 1,8 A SS.2 Complete fracture (i in. 
from splice 

til'. 1 -CO lit) d 2 0 73 211 1,5 5 Wei, and lower Mange 
31)1 -50 102 :w o 2   15 208 25l i 1 23 til li 7(1.5 Buckled 

101)1 10 (Mi 28 3 1   72 UK) 250 

AVK 

1 32 
1 .28 

.V.I 0 77 li Buckled 

N'OTK:   See Talile 5 for footnotes* to 
** Defective welds and gouged copes. 

bused on tin- fracture vs. buckle criterion, lor tin- three 
typos of electrodes used, tire summarized in Table !•. 

Referring In the series using K6016 eleetrodes wit li- 
mit moisture control, the transition temperature was 
lowered for the semikilled steel by 20° F in both th:> as- 
welded and preheat conditions. Also the use of these 
0016 electrodes on the SK steel in the as-welded condi- 
tion produced about, the same favorable etTec't as weld- 
ing with preheat when using F6020 electrodes. 

However, the use of these K6010 electrodes was un- 
favorable when applied to the FK steel in both the as- 
welded and preheat conditions. The critical tempera- 
ture was raised by 15 and 20° F. When this unex- 
pected reversal of effects on the FK steel beams was be- 
coming evident during the progress of the tests, it was 
suspected   that   weld   imperfections   were   responsible. 

Inspection of fractures disclosed some lack of fusion in 
the roots of the web welds. So as not to invalidate the 
conclusions concerning »he electrode variable, additional 
beam specimens were fabricated and untested beams 
from the same lot were cut and rewelded with the two 

Tul.Ie 9—KITeet of Typr of Kleclrocle on  Irunsitioi. Tem- 
|M'ruliiri'M, " I-', of Hult-Wcldcd Structural Beams 

Ti/pt' iff stcc], 
tvrlil Iniilini in 

Semikilled 
As-welded 
Preheat 

Kullv killed 
As-welded 
Preheat 

KHOtI. KtiOiO 

Tupe of iliririxlen 
' KtiOlti, 

\o moisture 
control 

-2!) 
— 57 

~3.fi 

-15 
-35 

KtiOlti. 
}fa i.*i ure 
eontrolltti 

•fin 
55 

:t:i 



halves reversed so as mil in inlr<K!UI'*' possible effects 
of previous welding. The results <ii tests mi these re- 
placements confirmed the previous tests, thus strength- 
ening tlie conclusion that the Inittsitinn temperature 
was raised am! eliminating the stispeeted iufhtence of 
weld inperfcct ions The lark of complete fusion, not 
found in previous weldnients indicate.- that attention 
must he giveti to proper welding manipulation when 
using this type of electrode, 

It has been recorded that the EtiOIti electrodes Used 
for these weldnients were taken from normal shop 
storage without special moisture control. An assumed 
unfavorable influence of moisture doc- not explain the 
inconsistency in behavior of the two grades of steel 
except that the elect rodes may have contained different 
amounts of moisture, and the electrodes used for the 
SK series may have been more recently processed. 
The exactly opposite effect on the two steels might. 
indicate that the combined properties of the steel and 
electrodes enter into the over-all behavior of the Wcld- 
ment in some indeterminate manner and a generaliza- 
tion as to the effectivehess of low-hydrogen electrode.-, 
without moisturt ntrol. i- not warranted. 

A comparison of wcldnieitt- with EfiUIti electrodes 
with moisture control i- limited in 1'K steel since the 
supply of SK steel at this stage of the investigalion 
was exhausted. These elect rodes reduced the transi- 
tion temperature in the as-welded condition by 35° F 
as compared with the -ame condition using KtKl'JO 
electrodes..... These electrode- apparently collected the 
unfavorable influence- of the FtiOlli electrodes orig- 
inally used, presumably due to moisture control. I low - 
ever, when welded with preheat, the moisture controlled 
electrode.- gave no improvement over the KtiOJH clcc- 
"trodi s although t-lley did avoid an increase of the erit ieal 
temperature shown by the electrodes without moisture 
control. The result- indicate that weldlnent- with the 
moisture controlled electrode- a.--wclded ale compara- 
ble to those fabricated with KfilfJtt electrodes with pre- 
heat for the fully killed steel. In fa-t, these electrodes 
gave the most favorable results of any of the electrodes 
used. 

These comparisons, based on the test result.-, give 
some information on the relative effects of the use of 
low-hydrogen elect rodes with and without preheat. It 
is contended that hydrogen in combination with strain- 
ing produces microcracks, which form during the rapid 
cooling after welding. Investigations with small 
specimen- have shown that either preheat or the use of 
low-hydrogen electrodes will avoid microcracks, pre- 
sumably because they both reduce the hydrogen con- 
tent. Confirming this conclusion, these tests show 
that the critical temperature for beams welded with 
K0020 electrodes and preheat was about the same as for 
those welded with moisture-controlled K00I6 electrodes 
as-welded, on the same steel (FK). If reduction of 
hydrogen content is the desired objective and both pre- 
heat and low-hydrogen electrodes are equully effective. 
then it would appear that, in welding the steel used in 
this investigation,  no appreciable additive advantage 

would be obtained by preheating when using low-hydro- 
gen electrodes. The limited number of tests on FK 
beams welded with moisture-controlled E6016 elec- 
trode- -hows no improvement by using preheat over 
the as-welded coudil ion. 

The results of tests with elect rodes having no moisture 
control I Fig. 24: appear contradictory to the above 
interpretation. However, these electrodes were not 
actually "low hydrogen" and the improvement shown 
by preheat treatment is consistent with the above 
reasoning. The effect on the critical "temperature in 
either case, compared with the Ft>()20 electrodes was 
not the -ame in the two steels. It should be noted that 
beam specimens were fabricated in lots at different 
times with the liklihood of different moisture contents 
in these uncoiitrolled- elect lodes The moisture con- 
tent vva- not determined because the effects were not 
suspected at the time of fabrication. While the pre- 
heat temperature was reasonably controlled for all 
specimens, the possible effect of varying this tempera- 
ture under the.-e conditions i.- not known. The inter- 
related variable- of steel properties, electrodes, mois- 
ture control and preheat temperatures require further 
studv. 

WKH SIM.ICKS WITH CONTINKHS WELDS 

A -eric- of impact tests were made on six FK steel 
beams, butt welded without web holes. The elec- 
trodes used in these weldinents were E6011 and E6020 
to afford comparison with tin- extensive tests made on 
beams with web holes, in the as-welded condition. 

The shop welding procedure for these splices is indi- 
cated in Fig. 25 and is briefly described as follows: 

Pit /Mmtiiirt. The ends of the Manges and web of 
each beam were beveled by machine flame cutting to 
form a (>0-dcg. singlc-Y welding joint with '/i«-in. land 
and ' s-in. root opening. The Manges were beveled 
from the inside. At the corners where the web inter- 
sects the flanges, hand cutting was employed to insure 
a minimum opening of ' < in. (see Fig. 25). Beams were 
a.-sembled and tack welded on the outside of the flanges. 
The beam was positioned for each, weld to permit 
welding in the flat position, except for short end returns 
as noted. 

Writ mill FlatHjt- Wrliling. The sequence of the weld- 
ing operation was as follows: 

!. The web weld was completed first refer to Fig. 
25. The web root weld. Wl was made with s/32-m- 
Mil)11 electrodes. Subsequent web weld passes, \V2. 
\V3, etc.. were deposited using * ,,-, in. E6020 electrodes 
to fill the groove. Each pass was started in the corner 
at the fillet and (hen run across the length of the web, 
ending in the opposite corner slightly above the fillet. 
The direction of welding was alternated first from left 
to right, then from right to left. The short end returns 
into the flange groove were made with the web passes 
while die web was in the horizontal position. 

2.    After the web bevel was completely welded, the 
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splice, it should be noted that a rod 
fur deflection measurement, previ- 
ously described, was welded to the 
bottom surface of the flange. The 
flange fracture occurred through 
the outer edge of this localized weld 
zone. Although a deflection rod 
was similarly welded on the previ- 
ously tested beams without appar- 
ent influence, il is possible that a 
detrimental condition existed which 
was made effective by the greater 
resistance of the continuous splice. 
However. Beam !IA1. also had a 
welded rod attached in the same 
manner and buckled without frac- 
ture at -40° F. Because of the 
possible influence of the welding 
of   the   deflection   rod.   all   of  the 

beam was turned over and the root  was Haute gouged 
to sound metal. 

3. Two passes were deposited on the run! side of the 
web weld using ' |«-in. I\t»02t) electrodes to complete 
the web weld. 

4. Hoot passes. I' I and l'*2. on opposite sides of the 
web, in the first flange welded were made with J -in. 
K6011 electrodes. Subsequent passes on this beveled 
side were made with ' ,»-in. I.B02I) electrodes to fill the 
groove. All well I beads on the lievel side were deposited 
starting at the outer edge and progressing inward to the 
web. 

5. After the bevel on this flange was completely 
welded, the beam was turned over and the root of this 
weld was flame gouged to sound metal. It was neces- 
sary to gouge deeply in the vicinity of the web-flange 
intersection. 

6. Two pusses were deposited on the root side of the 
flange using ''tr-in. K(>020 electrodes to complete this 
flange weld. These welds on the root side were run from 
edge to edge. 

7. One flange was completed before starting on the 
other flange, which was welded in the same manner. 

8. < Inter ends of both flange weids were flame gouged 
to sound metal, rewelded and ground to the original 
beam contour. 

The results of impact tests on these beams are sum 
niarized in Table 10. 

The fractures developed in these welded beams with- 
out web holes are briefly described as follows: 

Beam.9 A {Tented at -HO" /•'). The fracture was com- 
pletely outside the weld zone. Starting in the lower 
flange, 2'/J hi. from the centerline of the splice, the 
craek extended vertically in the web for about',) in. and 
then branched toward the upper flange, which remained 
intact. The crack con figuration was similar to that 
shown on Plate 14. with an additional crack branching 
to the right at the top. The texture was ragged to 
granular. As a possible explanation of the location of 
the fracture in the base metal remote from the welded 

T.iMr 1<^—lm|»ii<'t TrtttN <>n liruiiiH with Coiitimintis Weld 
Splice* 

I'rrmti- 
Hrltfhl nrnt 

T,»t (It <lrt!rr- 
lU.un Sir, 1 ii mfi. fall. (KKi 

\u. tr.-iitmt'ttt ° /•' Ill. .««•! Failure 
>.»A1 -40 an 1   1.1 Buckled 
UK - 511 an 0 99 liucklcil 
'.i.\ -till VI 0 51 Fracture, l>ot- 

tom tlungr 
and   wi*li 

am ! K. - Ii."> '.Mi 0 91 Hucklcl 
an :is-«clilc -SO :« 1) Krupturr. bot- 

tom tlangf 
anil well 

ai;i -an 21 (I Krurtur*-. 
complete 

remaining beams were tested without deflection meas- 
urements. If the fracture was induced by the localized 
weld on the centerline of the flange without affecting 
the geometry, the cause was probably due to a metal- 
lurgical discontinuity producing a stress concentration. 

Beam !)B {Textrd at -Sn °F), The fracture occurred 
in the weld metal of the flange weld and in the web weld. 
to a height of about '? in. The cracks then branched 
.symmetrically in the web base metal, terminating 
at the tipper flange fillets, leaving the upper flange in- 
tact. The crack pattern was similar to that shown on 
Plate (v. with the branch occurring nearer the lower 
flange. The fracture was fine grain around the beam 
fillet with the remainder ragged granular. The frac- 
ture apparently started tit a V-shaped void *.\ in. long 
tapering from :l ,-lu ' , in. wide located in the fillet zone. 
The surface of this void was oxidized by the flame goug- 
ing and indicates lack of penetration at the junction 
of the web and flange welds. 

Beam !)El (Tcstnl (it -(h)" h'). The complete frac- 
ture included both flanges and the web. The lower 
flange and lower I in. of the web fractured in the weld 
metal. The remainder of the web fracture and the 
upper flange fracture was about 2 in. from the splice. 



The crack pattern was somewhat like Plat*.' 9, except 
that the lower flange fractured through the weld and 
the web crack left I lie weld near the lower fillet. The 
lower flange fracture .showed a small piuhnle within an 
irregular texture indicating lack of complete fusion at 
the weli-flange weld junctions. 

In making this type of continuous weii-llange welded 
splice, it was expected that some difficulty would he 
encountered in getting complete fusion ii. the fillet 
region. In order to determine !he soundness of these 
welds, the welds were cut in a scries of sections at both 
flange-web junctions of each of the six beams, alter test. 
The findings of these examinations arc: 

Beam !»At (-40" I lni--U-,n. Hott.mi Malice: N,. vi.~il.lt- 
imperfections. Top llaiice: Single voi<I ' ,, \ ] ,,, \ ' ,8 in. 
ilecp 

Beam 91". (. -Ml    1      Uu.kl.-.l!      \o Mnv.-. i„ riilirr Mane «el,l. 
Beam !>.V i-tio" V fraruireil' Bottom Mancc: Small pin- 

hole. Tup Malice: Silicic voitl l
: i \ '• i, \ ; < in. ili'rp loeati'il 

1 (in. from rentci line of wrh anil , in. I rum outsitlr -ill tare ..! 
HaiiKc 

Beam «H1 i-t'.V [•' iraelufeil). Bottom Malice: Sincle void 
1 ! \ • :. \ '• , in. deep at iniii-1 mekne--. ,ii Mane*'. J . m. from 
«'rl> reiitrrliiic.     Top Malice:     N > vi.-|l>|r lla».-. 

Beam OH ( - SO' V Inietureill. H,ill,mi llangr: l'lalne c>nce I 
surface e\|mseii in \-sliapeil vonl ' . in lone taperiuc from ' - 
to l  < in. \wile.    Top Malice:   -mall pinli"lr> in u.-l.i jiiiietiun 

Beam '.»K1 i-W K tract un-ill. Boitoiu Malic: ; i.-in iliain 
hiile in tti'M. Top llance: Sincle voi.l . in. >liam \ • in. 
ilei'p in »rli|. 

No defects wen-found ill the fillet zone of the web Weld. 

Transition 7Wn/>e»/if nre 

Based mi the tractlire-buckle criterion, the data 
iiulicate a probability of faiiurc by brit t le Ira 'tine below 
about — 70° F. This value neglect-, the fnicture pro- 
duced at —tK)° F because of the uncertainty (if the 
effect of the subsequent localized weld in attaching the 
deflection rod and also neglects the elTeei of a sizable 
Haw in the weld of the beam tested at   -K0° l'\ 

In any event, a comparison with the results obtained 
from the !*'K steel beams with web holes shows a de- 
cided improvement of performance The continuous 
weld splice appears to have lowered the critical tempera- 
ture by approximately 40° I'. 

The imperfect ions found in these welds are perhaps 
no greater than those frequently found in welds made 
under similar conditions, except lor the sizable void 
found in one beam (OB). This unfused void does em- 
phasize the need for special precautions in back gouging 
and back welding of the flange in making this type of 
splice which, however, should not introduce unreasona- 
ble limitations on the shop procedure. 

The improved performance tit low temperature of 
these continuous weld splices notwithstanding imper- 
fections in the welds at the llange-weh weld junction 
confirms the conclusion that the presence of web holes 
invited the start of cracks and thereby decreased the 
low-temperature resistance of the splice. The shop 
report and these test data justify the conclusion that 
the continuous weld splice is practical and preferred 
for low-temperature service. 

SI MMAin  AM) CONCLUSION 

The original objective of this project was the deter- 
mination of the relative resistance and transition tem- 
peratures of structural steel beams, composed of SK 
and FK steels. Fabricated with butt-welded splices 
and tested as-welded, after stress-relieving treatment 
and when welded with pre!nat. The results of this 
program of tests, the major part of which involved im- 
pact loading, suggested further investigation of welding 
and fabrication variables and these by-products fur- 
nish additional information on associated controversial 
questions. The analysis and interpretation of accumu- 
lated supplementary data contribute observations 
which tire of interest in the design of welded splices 
and further study of the brittle fracture phenomena. 

The findings are briefly summarized as follows: 

1. ('harpy tests on material taken from the rolled 
sect inns show a decrease of "notch sensitivity" by 
silicon-aluminum deo.xidatioti. The ("harpy values 
show a variation of about 20° !•" and 40" F for the SK 
ami FK steels, respectively, depending on location in 
the rolled section. In the ca.se of the FK steel, part 
of this variation was due to fissures developed trans- 
verse to the fracture. The material adjacent to the 
beam fillets in both the flange and web had the highest 
transition temperature. Comparisons at similar loca- 
tions indicate lower transition temperatures for the FK 
steel by 50 to 7')° F 

2. Impact tests on l'K steel beams butt welded 
with HU020 electrodes show lower transition tempera- 
tures than the SK steel beams by 24° 1'" in the as-welded 
condition and by 40° F after "stress relief" and when 
welded with preheat based on a fracture vs. buckle 
criterion. Welding with preheat was beneficial in both 
steels with K0020 electrodes, although to a greater 
extent in the case of beams made of FK steel. The 
results suggest the use of preheat on SK steel as an 
alternate to FK steel in. the as-welded condition. 

3. Strain measurements during both static ami 
dynamic tests showed large strain concentrations in the 
vicinity of the open web holes introduced to facilitate 
the welding of the Manges. In most cases, fractures 
started tit the web hole which acted as an internal notch, 
although at very low temperatures, fractures occurred 
in the base metal without regard to the splice. 

4. Comparisons of the relative behavior of the 
welded beams was based on a fracture vs. buckle cri- 
terion. The extent of fracture varied with decreasing 
temperature from a small crack or tear at the web hole 
to complete shattering fnicture of the entire section. 
At temperatures above those producing cracks, the 
beams failed by normal flange buckling. Test tem- 
peratures ranged from — I'20 to -f-60° F. The extent 
of the cracks produced showed a definite relation to the 
test temperature. A "shear lip" found at the edges of 
free-running cracks is associated witli prior internal 
fracture. 

"). The proportional limit and structural yield point 
of  the  beams  under  impact   loading was determined 
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Iron) derived equivalent static load-detlectioii curves. 
l'hc proportional limit was reduced in these as-welded 
beams by residual stresses which were effectively mini- 
mized by stress-relieving treatment. The combined 
effect of decreased temperature and increased strain 
rate raised the elastic range of llange stresses to ap- 
proximately double the static values at room tempera- 
ture. 

6. A limited number of tests on uuwelded beams 
with drilled web boles in which a pressed notch served 
as a crack starter, showed a decided difference in the 
ability of the two materials to resist free-running cracks. 
The tendency to propagate a crack is more pronounced 
in the SK steel. To produce the same length of initial 
crack requires about 60° V lower temperature in the 
case of the FK steel. It appears that for the specimen 
and test procedure used in this investigation, cracks do 
not propagate above some critical temperature. The 
lowest temperature inhibiting free-running cracks is a 
more rational and useful definition of transition tem- 
perature than one based on factors related to crack 
initiation. 

7. Static tests were inconclusive in determining 
resistance to brittle fracture at temperatures sis low as 
— 120° F. Under impact tests, brittle fractures were 
produced at temperatures up to 0° F. The strain 
rates produced in these impact tests were of the order 
of O.S to 1.0 in. in. sec. The time to maximum strain 
and deflection was about 0.007 sec, varying slightly 
with temperature. 

S. Scratch measurements of deformation made after 
failure showed a marked decrease of plastic deforma- 
tion preceding fracture or buckle with decrease of 
temperature,  from 0.02'<   (limit  of measurement)  at 
— 115° F to 8',' in the flange and 26r,' in the web .at 
the hole, at +30° F. 

9. The presence of web holes introduced a critical 
condition for the initiation of cracks primarily lieeause 
of the notch geometry involved. The finishing of these 
holes by flame cutting may have had some influence on 
the fractures particularly at. the corners adjacent to the 
flange. Tests on uuwelded beams with flame-pierced 
and finished holes showed transition temperatures ap- 
proaching those of the welded beams. Beams with 
drilled and filed holes did not fracture at — 115° F, 
the lowest test, temperature. Kxamination of flame cut 
edges of the hole showed thermal cracks extending 
into the fusion zone about 0.002 in. 

10. Tests of beams welded with low-hydrogen elec- 
trodes for comparison with similar beams welded with 
106020 electrodes used in the major program, show: 

(a) The use of low-hydrogen electrodes necessi- 
tates adequate moisture control and correct manipula- 
tion, if the best results are to be obtained. 

{b) The K6016 electrodes used without moisture 
control were taken from normal storage. These 
electrodes, is used, on SK steel lowered the transi- 
tion temperature by 20° F in both the as-welded and 
preheat   conditions.    The uncontrolled  I06O16 elec- 

trodes as here used tin SK steel in the as-welded condi- 
tion produced about the same favorable effect as 
welding with preheat and 106020 electrodes. Preheat 
was beneficial. It cannot, however, be concluded 
that the effect of preheat is superimposed on that 
normally expected with low-hydrogen electrodes 
because of the uncontrolled moisture content. 

(r) The use of 106016 electrodes without moisture 
control was unfavorable when applied to the FK 
steel in both the as-welded and preheat conditions. 
The transition temperatures were raised by 15 and 
20° F, respectively. The exactly opposite effect on 
the two grades of steel indicate that a generalization 
as to the effectiveness of I06O16 electrodes as used in 
these tests is not warranted. It should be noted that 
the 106016 electrodes used in these weldments were 
taken from normal siorage without moisture control 
and the moisture content may have been variable. 
The assumed unfavorable influence of moisture does 
not explain the inconsistency in behavior of the two 
steels, unless the absorbed moisture was unusually 
high in the case of the electrodes used for the FK 
steel beams first welded. 

(rf) A comparison of weldments made with I06O16 
electrodes with moisture control is limited to beams 
composed of FK steel. These moisture-eoiit rolled 
low-hydrogen electrodes lowered the transition tem- 
perature by 35° F as compared with the 106020 elec- 
trodes in the as-welded condition and apparently 
overcame the unfavorable effects of 106016 electrodes 
without moisture control When welded with pre- 
heat the moisture controlled electrodes gave no 
improvement over the K6020 electrodes with the 
same preheat treatment The results indicate that 
weldments made with these electrodes in the as- 
welded condition were equal to those fabricated with 
I06O2O electrodes and preheat treatment for the FK 
steel used in this investigation. The transition 
temperature was the lowest ( —65° Fl of any found in 
the tests with the web-hole type of splice. 

11. Alternate fabrication procedures aiming to avoid 
the unfavorable effects of the web holes adjacent to the 
flanges have been suggested. Butt weldments made 
by continuous welding of flanges and web without holes 
require careful attention to the condition of the weld in 
the fillet region but this type of splice is entirely prac- 
tical. A series of impact tests on beams with this type 
of splice, using 106020 electrodes for comparison with 
similar beams fabricated with web holes, show that the 
continuous weld splice of FK steel beams in the as- 
welded condition had a transition temperature of about 
— 70° F which is 40° F lower than similar beams with 
web holes. Examination of the welds indicated some 
flaws at the flange-web weld junction, a condition which 
can be overcome by precautions in the welding opera- 
tion. The test results indicate a decided improvement 
in low-temperature performance with this type of splice. 

12. The investigation reported here started with 
limited objectives but, with the accumulation of data 
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ami observations, the studies were extended to provide 
information dealing with fabrication and splice design. 
These by-products are a natural outgrowth of continuing 
Study and themselves suggest the iwvd for further inves- 
tigation of the adequacy of - wcldcd-hcam fabrication 
and Ix'atn splices. Other possible studies of interest to 
the designer include (It Optimum preheat temperatures 
particularly for thick materials; ('_'i inlluence of the 
properties and grade of steel on the effectiveness of 
different types of electrodes; ('.i) further study of the 
effect of hydrogen and moisture control of electrodes; 
(4) alternate designs of butt splices in beams; t.">) resist- 
ance to fracture at low temperatures of built-up beams 
with heavy flanges and web-flange fillet welds 
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Appendix 

Metallurgical   Report   submitted   by   ilcthlchcm 
Steel Co. for this project including melting and 

Mill Practice and Fabrication of Reams 

PART I.    CIIKMICAL ANALYSIS (see Table 1 of 
Report) 

PART II.    MKLTINC; PRACTICK 

P'ror.edurr .?.{./.«.; 3.%l 

Process Basil' open hca tli    Basic ii| 
Materials charged: 

Limestone,. 11) 18,000 20,000 
Iron ore, % None 48 
(•'old-wrap, % 53. •! 34  5 
Mot metal, % If. ('» m (i 
Metallic charts''. Il> 258,300 2K0-, WiO 

< ail mil at mi'lt o r,s 1.30 
Time: ('harge to mell (1:20 7:10 
Working materials: 

Iron ore. Il> 7000 I2,0(K) 
Time:   Last ore addi- 

tion to tup .1:03 2:20 
80% I'eMn. II. None 1500 
(toll wale, Id 1000 None 
Limestone, Hi 2000 None 
KliiorsiDir. Id 500 500 
Huint lime. Hi None 15(X) 

Kef):    Prior     to     addi- 
tions, % 13 ti 12 5 

l-'urnaee additions: 
_«>'•'<, 1'eMtl. II. 500 3500 
Time;    Meit to tap 1:13 3:35 
Total time 10:33 10: 15 
Ladle additions: 

so«:;, iv.Mii, iii 1000 None 
.-.0rol'eSi.ll. 200 1100 
Aluminum. II. None 270 
Coal. II. ISO None 

Ingot data: 
Mold additions: 

Aluminum, nz  |H-r 
mold IS None 

Size. iii. 2"> x 30 x 88 23 x 29 x 89 
Design < )(»'ii top. liig Sinkliead. liig em 

end down up 
t niidition of tops Hut 
Sinkliead insulation Nolle Slag wool 
Weight. 11. 15, win 13,300 
Numlier made 15 19 
Number applied ."l 10 

Time intervals: 
(a) Tap to teem, niin 13 15 
(It)   Teem    lo   charge 

in soaking pits. 
min 10 105 

(r)   In   soaking   pits. 
hr 7 5 5 

Tcni|icratures: 
(il)   Ingots   at    draw. 

0 F 2230 2235 2200 2280 
(h)   Beams  at   linisli- 

ing mill, ° !•' 1700  I7S0 1700  1800 

PART III.    MILL PRACTICK 

Rolling I'ractici.    All ingots were rolled bottom first. 
The ingots in each heat were numbered in the order of 

rolling. This also indicates the relative order in which 
they were poured, but not their position in the heats. 
On befit 34J333, ingots 1 through 5 correspond to in- 
gots "> through 9 of the 15 ingots poured. On Heat 
35,1272, ingots 1 through 10 correspond to ingot* 5 
through 14 of the 1!) ingots poured. 

Cutting Practice. Five 28-ft beams were cut from 
each ingot. Only the bottom five multiples of each 
ingot were applied to this order. 

A 4-ft test piece was cut from the top portion of the 
bottom {!•'.) cut of the third ingot rolled on each heat 
(ingot No. 7 on both heats). 

Hot lied I'metier. The beams were placed on one 
hot bed (approximate capacity 100 beams) with the 
flanges toe to toe (web vertical). This is the conven- 
t iottal procedure for cooling beams of this section. Only 
one hot bed was utilized in cooling to enhance accuracy 
in identification. 

hlcntifimtion. Kach beam was stamped on the flange 
directly-above the web with the heat number, ingot 
number (order of roll) and cut number {E through A, 
bottom to top). 

Straightening. The beams were gag straightened 
when cold to commercial tolerance 
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HMI   RILLED   Ht»T    NO.   54JS35    IS'i 10" INOOT 

3E 

J I"1 1 "I.FT'11'" i,o "l I"1 I "I i'" i T»I ' 
,  pr^pg) pq-^ g-j-g [^-J-^ |«q-»|   , 

AL.-S1. KIL1 

• EH31! 
AL.-SI. KILLED   MtAT    MO   SSJtrj   23" « J»"   IHQOT  (MOT   TOPI 

> EH'H 
s F1^-^ r.u,Bir i 'cii'" i "i E 
• I'Soi "i EC3 E i »tci!'" i "i Ifi 

y |y 
-rsi rrc kL -7ci rrir 

v Lg "l r*' L »i.. 

• f^f^l PTT^I [HLD f"H^1 EHZ3 ••« 

rair 
5F 1SF 

Tofi [TOTI -RTBI nra" ToJi rair ioi|   riSE   I    ioil 
LSB_J L_5£_LSJLJ 

LEGEND R   >4-0*MA»rt •tjtctlo   (AtCOaoiTiOaiW NfCCSSAftn 
T    H-OTTHT   HUtS    ALlO   LOC*TlO«   0*   «'   O*   TM?   PlfCCl 

SF  •«-0'MA*l» SPfCiALLT  FASMtCATtO 
SD iffO'MAM WITH   ILCMT  OCFICTt 

/•Vs. 26    .Sfnfii.i i>/ Bmnu—4'nlitnihiu I riiirrxity I'ruject 

Inspection. All beams weir carefully insjM'rti'tl for 
surface defects, laminations, st raight uess ami length. 

Piling. The .1. H. ('. 1), ami I: cuts of each heat were 
piled in separate lifts ami stored under cover for future 
use as requested by the Structural Steel ('oinniittee. 

Figure 26 shows the status of each beam rolled for the 
Columbia I'niveisity Project. 

PART IV.    FABRICATION OF HKAY1S 

Selection nf lirams. The beams from Heat 35J272 
were designated for special fabrication by the Struc- 
tural Steel Committee of the Welding; Research 
Council.* Following is the welding procedure used in 
the fabrication. 

Filler   Metal.     Hoot    Passes: ..-in.   (Hani   AV.S- 
ASTM F6011 welding rod. Subsequent Passes: '/,»-in. 
diam AWK-ASTM ICtU)2() welding rod. 

Proems.    Arc welded. 
Equipment. The supply of welding current was pro- 

vided by a 500-amp, 25-cyelc a-c transformer. 
Position of Welding. Beams were mounted in a 

specially constructed positioning device. This per- 
mitted the beams to be rotated about their longitudinal 
axis so that welding could be done in the flat position. 

Preparation of Base Metal. The web and flange sur- 
faces to be joined by welding were beveled by machine 
flame cutting to the lines and dimensions showttcm the 
Bethlehem Steel Co. Drawing Xo. DL-197-1/, (see 

Fig. 7). 
Tacking.    The flanges were tack welded (about i in.) 

'   Kefern I" tirM  lnt  fa)>l'ieatf-d.       Following proeeiilin' applies to all beams 
fvirninhrd 

TACK 
WELDS 

1   -    Cr 

ll 

3   —ROOT  OPENING l/S" 

496 

A a B 

SEQUENCE  OF   PASSES - WEB WELD 

B - UNDERSIDE 

BIA — •— 
' B2  
»«A — — 

i—  B9  
-8» . 
. — B9A 

Ar 
A-TOP 

-AS- 

SEQUENCE OF  PASSES-FLANGE   WELD 
Figure 27 

at four points as shown in Detail A, Fig. 27. The tacks 
were placed on the outer flange surface and were re- 
moved by gouging prior to placing Pass 3 as explained 
in the paragraph Flange-Joint Welding below. 

Wih-.Jnint Welding. The web-joint was welded first, 
with one operator performing all the welding. The 
sequence and direction of welding is shown in Detail B 
in Fig. 27. Root passes 1 a;id 2 were made using a 
V.i«-in. diam K6011 welding rod. Pass 3 which was 
made with a Win. diam F.6U20 welding rod completed 
one side of the web joint. The beam was then rotated 
ISO (leg. After back gouging to sound metal. Passes 4, 
"> and 6 were made with the ?/»-••»• diam K6020 welding 
rod to complete the weldment. 

The coped holes at each end of the web were hand 
burned back to assure sound metal at the end of the 
weld. 

Flange-Joint Welding. The sequence and direction 
of welding is shown in Detail C in Fig. 27. Root Pass 
Bl-Bl A* was placed on the underside of the flange using 
the -in. diam  H6011   welding rod.    Pass B2-B2A 
was then placed using the 3/t«-in. diam K6020 welding 
rod. The beam was rotated 180 deg and back gouged 
to sound metal. The outside of the flange was then 
completed by placing Passes A3, A4, A5, A6 and A7 
with the '/u-in. diam K6020 welding rod. The beam 
was again rotated ISO deg and Passes B8-B8A and B9- 
Bi)A were made on the underside of the flange with the 
Vu-in. diam K6020 welding rod to complete the weld- 
ment. The same procedure was used in welding the 
opposite flange joint. 

The overflow metal at each of the four flange-joint 
edges was back gouged to sound metal, welded and 
hand ground level with the flange edge. 

Special Heating.    Beams 7A and SE were preheated 

* Castes on (be underside of the tlange were made in two parts (Detail C 
Fit*. 27). For example: The first part of Pass f wast made from the starting 
point toward the Mange edge an indicated hy the arrow HI. The second 
part of Pass 1 wan made from the Opposite flange edge to the starting point 
of H/ a* indicated by 'he arrow JJJ .1. 
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Results of physical tests made at, the mill are in 

and welded at  an  interpass temperature of 350°  F PART V 
(measured   by   Tempilstik).    Beams   7A1   and   7101 
were stress relieved subsequent  to welding and prior ,,,-,, , .,,,,, 
.     ,. T1      , ,. ,  v c i     ."• eluded with data shown in Tables 2, '.i and 4. to shipment,     Hie stress relieving consisted of heating 

.Jo 1150° F, hold 2 hr, furnace cool to .r)00° F and air 
cool. 
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